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"Higher Learning"
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CSUSB on th© Ris©"!
Homecoming
celebration offers
more than just
basketball with
its various
planned special
activites
eourtoey of Rick Morat, Student Life

Homeoxning '95plans are underway with
this year's theme being "CSUSB ON THE
RISE." Homecoming activities will span
two days- Hiursday and Friday, February
16lh and 17th. This is CSUSB's eighth
annual Homecmning.
Special events this year include a large
Pep Rally at 11:30 a.m., Hmrsday, in the
Student Union Courtyard. The rally will
feature a Ms. and Mr. CSUSB contest with
the winners and their sponsoring organiza
tion each receiving a ca^ prize. A grocery
cart float competition will alsofeature a cash
prize. For information on how to enter,
students should contact the Student Union
Program Board located in the Student Union.
Thursday night the Coyote Women's bas
ketball team plays CSU Dominguez Hills at
7:30 p.m. in the Gym.
On Friday at 3:30 p.m. there will be a
panel discussion with CSUSB Alumni Auttiors in Pfau Library. The panel includes
published writers of screenplays, novels,
poems and short stories. The featured au
thors include Sondra Anderson-Heimark,
Danny Bilson, PaulDeMeo, Michael Reaves,
and Linda Stockman.
Events culminate with Saturday's pregame Chili Dinner at 6:00 p.m. This annual
event attracts over 200 alumni, students, fac
ulty and staff. Tickets for theChili dinner are
$10. Dinner is followed by the Coyote vs.
Grand Canyon University Basketball game
at 8:00 p.m. CSUSB students with IX). may
attend the basketball game for free. General
seats f(x the game are $2.00
Fw more information on Homecoming
Events call the Alumni Affairs office atx5008.

Homecoming and a new arena
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Graphics courtesy of CSUSB Student Life

What is it?

photo by: Gail Ann Uchwat

"Rain Fountain''uiest of Student Union: rain
failing Into the rapidly rising hot air from the
heat uentiiation/air conditioning system
caused the mater to be sprayed skymard.

Questions posed
about securtiy at
the new arena
when it opens for
various events
some time next
academic year
By Sheryl Mathis
Chronicle Staff

CSUSB is expanding more andmoreeach
year, and one building thatis nearing comple
tion is the Arena.
Now if a question appears over the heads
of CSUSB students regarding what the Arena
is or what exciting events will occur there, let
me be the first to inform you.
There will be sporting events, dances,
educational seminars, and other special
events.
A question that was posed to this reporter
was how will security be at the Arena?
This reporter has found out the details
about current security and added security if
needed in certain events that will take place at
the Arena.
According to Dr. David DeMauro, Vice
President of Administration and Finance, the
Arena is patrolled by security throughout the
day like the rest of the buildings on campus.
DeMauro said that in the Spring, when
budgets ccHne up for review, they are hoping
to receive additional monies to hire on extra
security guards for the Arena and other loca
tions on campus.
DeMauro wants the students to know that
any event that takes place on CSUSB campus
is reviewed first, and if additional security is
needed, he has indicated that CSUSB hires
outside assistance from private security firms.
This quarter, the Arena's adjoining physi
cal education and health classroom complex
opened for classes in these fields. Construc
tion on the Arena itself will be completed
soon, but it will probably not be availableto
host events until some lime in the next aca
demic school year.
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Events From Wednesday, February 8,1995 to Wednesday, February 22,1995

Wednesd.i), I i'brud»>
OPEN AIR MARKET • Student
Union Courtyard (Inside if rainy.) 9
a.m. - 5 p.m.
AFRICAN-AMERICAN MEN'S
SUPPORT GROUP - Regular meet
ing. Student Union Multicultural Cen
ter, 5 p.m. - 6 p.m.
INCOMETAX ASSISTANCE - Pro
vided by volunteers from CSUSB Ac
counting Assn. Bring W-2 forms, last
year's return and IRS forms mailed to
you. Jack Brown Hall, Room 141. 3
p.m. - 6 p.m. Free.
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
UNION -Regular meeting. Pine Room,
Lower Commons. 6 p. m.
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT
GROUP- Regularmeeting. Women's
Resource& AdultRe-Entry Center, 11
a.m. -12 Noon.
FRENCH TABLE CLUB • Regular
meeting. Pine Room, LowerCommons,
12 Noon.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ASSN. - Regular meeting. University
Hall, Room 249, 4 p.m.
SPANISH PLACEMENT EXAMI
NATION - University Hall. Room042,
4 p.m. For
information, contact Foreign Lan
guages Dept., UH-314, or call
(909)880-5847.

LECTURErA/rtcon Americans and
AIDS with Naomi Norman, Office of
Alcohol & Drug Program., Student
Union Events Center "A," 12 Noon LBOp.m. Free.
1995 WINTER SYMPOSIUM ON
MULTICULTURAL DIVERSITY:
"CritiFictions:(SheSigns/HelJnes):A
PictO'Novel" by Ben Stoltzfus, with
illustrations by Judith Palmer. Sy
camore Room, Lower Commons, 12
Noon -1 p.m.
CAMPUS
CRUSADE
FOR
CHRIST - Christian gathering, dis
cussion and fellowship. Eucalyptus
Room, LowerCommons, 6:15 p.m.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ASSN. - Regular meeting. University
Hall, Room 249, 4 p.m.
REPETORY DINNER THEATER:
"It Had To Be You," by Renee Taylor
& Joseph Bologna. Student Union
Events Center. Dinner at 7 p.m., per-

formance at 8
p.m. General admission: 58, students,
faculty & staff 37.
HISPANIC WOMEN'S EMPOW
ERMENT GROUP - Regular meet
ing. Women's Resource & Adult ReEntry Center, 2 p.m. - 3 p.m..
SPANISH PLACEMENT EXAMI
NATION - University Hall, Room042,
2 p.m. For
information, contact Foreign Languages
Dept., UH-314, or call (909)880-5847.

BASEBALLiCSUSB v. CSU
STANISLAUS. Fiscalini Field (High
land and Harrison, next to Ferris Hill
Park), 2 p.m.
SPANISH PLACEMENT EXAMI
NATION - University Hall, Room042.
12 Noon. For information, contact For
eign Languages Dept., UH-314, orcall
(909)880-5847.
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:CSUSB
v. CAL POLY, POMONA. Gymna
sium, 7:30 p.m.
BASEBALL
(DOUBLE
HEADER):CSUSB
v.
CSU
STANISLAUS. Fiscalini Field (High
land and Harrison, next to Penis Hill
Park), 11 p.m.

Sunday, Ichruatv IBASEBALL:CSUSB v. UC DAVIS.
Fiscalini Field (Highland and Harrison,
next to Penis Hill Paric), 11 a.m.
MEDITATION SEMINAR - Kirpal
Light Satsang, Inc., a not-for-profit
organization, presents seminar, fol
lowed by practical instruction in
meditation. Lower Commons, 2 p.m.
All are welcome. Free.

M.D., Student Health Center, CSUSB.
Student Union Events Center "A," 3
p.m. - 5 p.m. Free.

READER'S MARKET USED
BOOK SALE. Student Union Court
yard. All Day.

INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE - See
Feb. 8 listing

CSUSB CLOTHESLINEPROJECT
T-SHIRT MAKING WORKSHOP.
Women's Resource & Adult Re-Entry
Center, 4 p.m. - 5 p.m.

DELTA SIGMA PHI FRATERNITY
- Weekly chapter meeting. Eucalyptus
Room, Lower Commons, 8 p.m.

AFRICAN-AMERICAN MEN'S
SUPPORT GROUP - Regular meet
ing. See Feb. 8 listing

SOCIETY OF PHYSICS STU
DENTS - Regular meeting. Physical
Sciences. Room 202, 4 p.m.

SPANISH PLACEMENT EXAMI
NATION • University Hall, Room042,
8 a.m. For
information, contact Foreign Languages
Dept., UH-314, or call (909)880-5847.

GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
UNION - See Feb. 8 listing

S a t u r d a y , ! f h t u c t r v I?*,

WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT
GROUP-Regular meeting. See Feb. 8
listing

BASEBALL: CSUSB v. CAL BAP
TIST. Fiscalini Field (Highland and
Harrison, next to Penis Hill Park). 7
p.m.

Tuesdaj, l«t.bni;ir\
READER'S MARKET USED
BOOK SALE. Student Union Court
yard. All Day.
PANEL DISCUSSION: Aid to Fami
lies withDependent Children (AFDC).
Student Union Events Center "A," 12
Noon - 1:30 p.m.
VIDEO PRESENTATION:"How to
Get a Jcdi AfterCollege. "Parti screens
at4p.m.Partnscreensat5p.m. Career
Development Center. Free to students
and CSUSB Alumni Assn. members.
FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL: "Sugar
Cane Alley." Student Union Events
Center. Two screenings: 3 p.m. and 7
p.m.
BASEBALL:CSUSB v. UC SAN DI
EGO. Fiscalini Field (Highland and
Harrison, next to Penis Hill Park), 11
a.m.
GOLF: COLLEGE TOURNA
MENT (Shotgun). El Rancho Verde
Country Club, All Day.
ADULT RE-ENTRY SUPPORT
GROUP • Regularmeeting. Women's
Resource & Adult Re-Entry Center.
Two meetings: 2 p.m. - 3 p.m. and 6
p.m. - 7 p.m.

ALPHA DELTA PI SORORITY Regular meeting. Eucalyptus Room,
Lower Commons, 7 p.m.

SOCIOLOGY CLUB - Regular meet
ing. Pine Room, Lower Commons, 6
p.m.

SIGMA CHI - Chapter meeting. Tem
porary Classroom TC (X)7, 4 p.m.

WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT
GROUP - Regularmeeting. Women's
Resource & Adult Re-Entry Center, 11
a.m. -12 Noon.

SIGMA GAMMA PHI FRATER
NITY - Weekly meeting. Temporary
Classroom TC -16, 7 p.m.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON FRATER
NITY - Chapter meeting. Eucalyptus
Room, Lower Commons, 5 p.m.
ZETA TAU ALPHA SORORITY Regular meeting. Temporary Class
room TC - 006, 5:30 p.m.

Produced by Anthony Bruce Gilpin
for the Student Union Graphic Design Service,
"Imagination, Ink."

Two screenings: 3 p.m. and 7 p.m.

M o n d a y , I i h n i . i i v 1.*
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FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL:"Boy
friends and Girlfriends." Student
Union Events Center. Two screenings:
3 p.m. and 7 p.m.
LECTURE: Health Issues For Afri
can-Americans with Joyce Jordan,

FRENCH TABLE CLUB - Regular
meeting. See Feb. 8 listing
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ASSN. - Regular meeting. University
Hall, Room 249, 4 p.m.

Thursdd\.
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WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL:
HOMECOMING-CSUSB v. CAL
STATE, DOMINGUEZ HILLS.
Gymnasium, 7:30 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL: HOME
COMING-CSUSB V.GRAND CAN
YON UNIV. Gymnasium, 8:05 p.m.
WORKSHOP: Interviewing Skills 4
Styles, with Pam Webster of Enter
prise Rent-a-Car, Career Development
Center, 3 p.m. - 4 p.m. Free to students
and CSUSB Alumni Assn. members.
FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL:
"Baxter" at 3 p.m."CamiUe Claudel"
at7p.m. Student Union Events Center.
THE BROWN BAG LUNCH LEC
TURE SERIES: "Women's Self-Esteem," with Dr. MarthaKazio,
CSUSB. Women's Resource & Adult
Re-Entry Center, 12 Noon.
1995 WINTER SYMPOSIUM ON
M U L T I C U L T U R A L
DIVERSITY:New Directions for
Chicana Scholars with Elsa Valdez,
Dept. of Sociology,CSUSB. Sycamore
Room, Lower Commons, 12 Noon -1
p.m.
HISPANIC WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT GROUP - Regular meet
ing. See Feb. 9 listing

S u n d a y , I obtLiriry
MUSIC RECITAL: Tamara Harsh,
soprano. Creative Arts Recital Hall, 4
p.m. General Admission. 36; CSUSB
students, faculty, staff and senior citi
zens, 34.
ALPHA DELTA PI SORORITY •
Regular meeting. Eucalyptus Room,
Lower Commons, 7 p.m.
SIGMA CHI - Chapter meeting. Tem
porary Classroom TC 007, 4 p.m.
SIGMA GAMMA PHI FRATER
NITY - Weekly meeting. Temporary
Classroom TC -16, 7 p.m.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON FRATER
NITY - Chapter meeting. Eucalyptus
Room, Lower
Commons, 5 p.m.
ZETA TAU ALPHA SORORITY Regular meeting. Temporary Class
room TC - 006,
5:30 p.m.

BASEBALL: CSUSB v. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COLLEGE.
Fiscalini Field (Highland and Harrison,
next to Penis Hill Park), 7 p.m.
MUSIC RECITAL: CSUSB FAC
ULTY BRASS QUINTET - Creative
Arts Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m. General
Admission, 36; CSUSB students, fac
ulty, staff and senior citizens, 34.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ASSN. - Regular meeting. University
Hall, Room 249, 4 p.m.

WORKSHOP: Power Dressing, with
Dr. Victoria Seitz, associate professor
of Marketing, CSUSB. Career Devel
opment Center, 12 Noon - 1:30 p.m.
Free to students and CSUSB Alumni
Assn. members.

FridayrK'biu.ir\- 17

DELTA SIGMA PHI FRATER
NITY - Weekly chapter meeting. Eu-

FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL:"Betty
Blue." Student Union Events Center.

see CALENDAR, page 6

To place your campus event, club or fraternity/sorority meeting in the Calendar, send your
copy to CALENDAR, do The Chronicle, University Hali 201.09, or leave voice mail at (909)
880- 5931. Calendar announcements are FREE.

A Standing Ovation:

A positive response to what makes this Cal State campus great
By Brian Leaa
Editor in Chief

Last issue, I responded very critically to
ten entities that I felt were very deserving of
such criticism. This week, I would like to
accentuate the positiveabout this campus by
applauding ten entities that are deserving of
inaise. Therefore, without further delay,
allow me to give A STANDING OVATION
to:

1. PALS (Peer Advising for Liberal
Studies): PALS is a friendly, classy, cheerfill, and helpful campus service that puts the
needs of the students first. Both Dr. T.
Patrick Mullen and Dr.Daniel S. Whitaker
have been perfect examples of courteous,
people-oriented persons. Perhaps the Career
Development Center and its recruiting com
panies can take note and learn a valuable
lesson frtMH PALS.

2. SSD (Services to Students with Dis
abilities): Like PALS, SSD is a class wganization. SSD coordinator Theron Pace has
always been friendly and accessible to the
public. Acting director Terry Rizzo has
always put the needs ofthe students first,and
in his case, the students he represents have
very special needs. Maybe this is why Rizzo
graced the cover (deservedly so) of the most
recent Ca/Sro/c Magazine. This just shows
that good things really do h^pen to good
people.
3. Pfau Librarians: The PFau Library
still amazes me. For a relatively small,
youthful CSU campus, our library is pretty
awesome. The collections and the logical
organization of thelibrary put the libraries of
local rivals UCR and University of Redlands
loshame. Twopeoplehavebeenparticularly
helpful to me in my five years of library
research on this campus: University Librar
ian Johnnie Ann Ralph and the incessantly
helpful and courteous Public Services Li
brarian John Tibbals. Both of these indi
viduals have consistently put the needs of the

students first.

4. The EU:onomics Department: Al
though I do not wish to take anything away
from any other department on the campus,
the economics department is by far the finest
department at CSUSB. Dr. R. J. Charkins
is probably the finest academic advisor on
this campus because he cares, he listens,and
be teaches. Charkins, not unlike his col
leagues Dr. Richard L. Moss, Dr.Mayo C.
Toruno, Dr. Eric Nilsson, and Dr. Jerrell
R. Richer, puts the needs of the students

first. Whether it is the quarterly academic
advising brochure that no other department
produces, or the individual conferences that
some professors schedule with students, the
economics department shines as one of the
gems of this campus (take note, Career Devel
opment Center).

5. The Community Counseling Center:
The article on page six ofour last issue just
about says it all. Nevertheless, I would like to
add that although I've only had a very limited
experience with the CCC on one occasion
during my juniOT year, I can defmitely say that
it certainly puts the needs of the students first.

Cynthia Pringle, Director of Public
Affairs: Considering that this is a campus of
6.

just under 12,000 students, Pringle does a
magnificent job of keeping not only us at The
Chronicle more than adequately informed,
but also the student body as a whole. Pringle
is always on top of the latest news and deci
sions that effect students most, as well as
being remarkably accessible and cooperative
with student organizations; her attitude with
regard to the latter reflects the fact that she put
the needs of the students first.
1. The Women's Resource and Adult
Re-entry Center: Our campus is relatively

unique in many ways. One of the more obvi
ous indicators of our uniqueness is the demo
graphic make-up of our student body. Over
60% of our students are women and app-oximately a third of these women are not within
the "traditional" college age group (ages 1824). Many of these older women are adult re
entry students who have children and families
of their own. It is nice to know that there is a
whole center's worth of support available to
women who may truly need it and definitely
deserve it. Although I am aware that the
WRARC has more than its share of detractws
(mainly, angry white male students), I am also
well aware of the fact that it puts the needs of
the students first. For those students (particu
larly white males) who complain that the
WRARC does not service all students, I have
a simple response: abandon your ignorance
and check out some fascinating literature at
the center-you just might learn something, a
nd that is why we are all at an institution of
higher learning, is it not?

8. The Theater Arts and Music Depart
ments: For a commuter campus that obvi
ously has limited resources (especially when
it comes to IRP funding), the events Uiat the
theater arts and music departments put on are
phenomenal. Novemb^'s presentation of
"Lysistrata" was a prime example, as all six

shows sold out hours before the curtains
went up. Even more amazing is how such a
poduction canoutdra w most campus sport
ing events. Furthermore, unlike college
athletics, such presentations of the arts are
also directly related to the academic disci
plines of both the performers and the ob
servers. In my past dealings with both the t
heater arts and music departments, it is clear
that they put the needs of the students first.

Meanwhile, former ASI President Tompkins
is still fighting for students in her new posi
tion with CSSA (California State Student
Association). Unlike Monville, who uses his
office for his own personal gain and is far less
accessible to the students than his predecess
or, Tompkins and Hinshaw at least occasion
ally puts the needs of the students first.

9. Former ASI President Larlsa
Tompkins and former ASIVicePresident
Debra HInshaw: It seems odd that I would

little over a year ago that I enrolled in Dr.
Fong's Communications 304: Intercultural
Communications class, which undoubtedly
turned out to be the best class I have ever
taken. I believe that Dr. Fong is the reason
why I got the most out of this class. It was in
this class that I truly started learning to com
municate with people in general, and not just
those from a different culture. It was while I
taking this class that I joined The Chronicle
and discovered a part of myself that I never
knew existed. I also believe that this magic
metamorphisis was not exclusive to me. I
believe other students benefited because Dr.
Fong truly cared about what she was doing,
and put the needs of the students first.
And there you have it-the ten entities that
I felt were most deserving of A STANDING
OVATION. I realize that someone, some
where will feel left out, but I tried to applaud
only those who were most deserving of praise.
Nevertheless, if you haveany comments about
these or any other pressing issues, please drop
us a line at 880-5931 or UK 201.09.

have to resort to last year's top two ASI
executive officers in order to find some
thing positive to say about ASI. Neverthe
less, this is merely an indication that the
current ASI representation is reminiscent of
the Coolidge, Eisenhower, or Ford adminis
trations (take your pick): a lotof hot air, but
not much else to back it up. At leastI can say
that both Tompkins and HInshaw did some
thing and were actually helpful in providing
accurate, honest infonnsiidon. That's more
than I can say about cunent ASI President
Lou Monville, who falsely accused former
Chronicle staff writer Gary Kirby of ha
rassment and lied to me personally about a
mling by ASI Chief Justice Joe Rixman~a
mlingiha^lRixmm never actually made. In
the process, Monville ensured himself the
opportunity of being a commencement
speaker at last spring's graduation ceremony,
despite the conflict of interest in doing so.

THE
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Brian Lees

editor in chief

James Trietsch

10. Dr. Mary Fong, Assistant Professor
of Communication Studies: It was just a

University Hall, room 201.9
5500 University Parkway
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are unfounded.
You criticize me for "ripping on" the
athletic program, and yet you don't even
J . Irate
2938 Somestreat
know the school'scolors. Have you actually
Sometowri/
SS 0 9284
attended a game, as you claim? If you have,
surely you know the school's colors are light
blue, tan, and white. As far as the radio To the Editor:
The effrontery of Dean (jTuenbaum's let
station is concerned, you can find the offices
and studio ofStatic Radio on the first floor of ter (The Chronicle, January 25) would be
amusing if it were not so hypocritical. Dean
the creative arts building.
j
With regard to your comments on Gruenbaum complains that a paid advertise
NAFTA and the Field Poll, once again you ment in The Chronicle proselytizes on behalf
are incorrect. The Field Poll on voter of a particular religion. Dean Gruenbaum,
population may have been tabulated months however, is the most infamous proselytizer
ago, but the results were not released until on the entire campus on behalf of her secular
January 6. It was published in the Riverside religion-feminism, homosexuality, lesbian
Press Enterjmse soon thereafter. The angle ism, and the whole agenda of the ideological
on the NAFTA news analysis was not left. While paying lip service to "diversity"
developed until Mexican economic statistics and respect for differing opinions in her let
were also released on January 6. The quotes ter, Dean Gruenbaum is militant about not
where
anything
is.
Bring
the
student
body
To; The Chronicle
from this piece first appeared also in the allowing differences of opinion to be ex
I am so tired of reading articles ripping on together instead of just making us feel like Riverside Press Enterprise and the LA Times pressed in the (jender Issues course-as many
this school. The last "Chronicle Commen another number. Where is our school pride? on or around January 14. This hardly students have testified. While a "university
This is a great school. We need to be
tary" filled with sarcastic remarks was the
is a place for the exchange of ideas," Dean
qualifies as "months ago," as you claim.
last straw. This is our school. Where is your proud of what we have and do the best we can
Gruenbaum is convinced that social science
Once
again,
you
are
incorrect
with
to make it better. Too many people walk
pride?
research has "proved" her ideological con
regard
to
the
movie
reviews.
"The
Adventures
Your article rips on the administration for around this campus with their eyes staring at of Yellow Dog: Far From Home" opened on victions to be "true" beyond question. Would
both taking money, and fornothaving enough, the ground. Why not look up and say "Hi!" January 13 and is still in theaters in most Dean Gruenbaum even entertain the pQSSk
r m sorry they took your Pepsi machines, but to a fellow student, instead of just letting Inland Empire cities. Since our press date bilitv that the claims made in the advertise
look at the facts. A small public school needs another stranger walk by. Let's bring some was January 25, this indicates that the movie ment are valid? Her letter indicates that her
money. Coca-Cola offers almost a million student pride to this school instead of putting hadonlybeenoutforl3days, andnot "weeks," tolerance is very limited indeed—although
dollars, and Pepsi offers nothing. The choice it down. Ifthe bookstore sold sweatshirts that as you claim. Furthermore, our policy is she tries to hide this intolerance behind the
is simple. Coke didn't buy us off. Is your said, in big letters: "CALIFORNIA STATE usually that we try to review movies from smoke screen of the concern that the readers
paper "bought off because you accept paid UNIVERSITY AT SAN BERNARDINO" distributors that send us press kits first, of The Chronicle might foolishly believe that
advertising? Were you justlooking for some (I've looked and asked-they don't), I hope I regardless of where they are now playing.
CSUSB was establishing or endorsing a reli
wouldn't be the only one to buy it.
thing to put down? Where is your pride?
We are not "Metro Traffic Control." gion (Gal Slate students are a little smarter
Yes, our athletic departmentis small. But
Our best guess as to when the traffic on than this Dean!).
this does not mean it is bad. The games are Hopefully not the only Proud Coyote,
Another bit of evidence that Dean
University Parkway will be cleared up is
fun and competitive. Yet, even people in
Gruenbaum has not thought through theques
NEVER.
If
you
are
truly
concerned,
contact
these fields have altitudes like you. I called William Robertson Henry
tion adequately; she mentions that we should
the city of San Bernardino.
in December to fmd out about ticket prices Student. Credential Program
We do the best we can to keep have tolerance and respect for all religions.
and was given an answer of "go to the game
students informed. Our Calendar editor is But some of the religions she mentions in her
and you'll find out." Thanks, but should I
hooked up to the campus internet. If you feel letter believe that theirs is the true religion
bring five dollars ormyl.D.? Doeseveryone
that he has missed and event, then please and are thus intolerant of other religions. If
know that the games are free to students ? Dear Sir:
inform
us of the specific event that was missed. we are to give genuine respect to these reli
The point of my column (and any
Why isn't this informationbeing announced?
We usually only announce university- gions, we must respect their intolerance as
piece
of
commentary,
for
that
matter)
is
to
Where is our school pride?
sanctioned events that are approved by the well. The idea of multi-cultural respect is a
There is a free gym on campus. It isn't a criticize those aspects of this campus that I
product of only one culture—the West. Yet
university events planning committee.
Family Fitness, but for those low on money, (and others, as well) feel need improvement.
Dean
Gruenbaum parades this culture-bound
We
did
not
publish
a
story
on
the
it is perfect. When I called the physical This may be a good campus,but there is room
library in the last issue. We did, however idea around as if it were a universal truth by
for
drastic
improvements.
Likewise,
the
education [department] to find out the hours,
print a story on the library and its new which all cultures (and all religions) are to be
I was given an answer of "it just depends." It United States is a great country, but it also
arrangement
in our fist issue in the Fall judged. Shouldn't we expect something bet
would take ten minutes to post a schedule. I has room for drastic improvements. Would
quarter.
I
still
have a copy or two of this issue ter from an official representative of the
do not want to put my sweats on to only find you say that we are better off remaining silent
if you want to come by my office and pick it University?
than
criticizing
thai
which
we
find
below
out it is closed. Where is our school pride?
up. The article to which I am referring is on
When you walk into our bookstore, we standard or offensive?
the front page, and it includes a directory in Respectfully,
Nowhere
in
my
column
do
I
imply
have sweatshirts in every color of the rain
big bold letters. Perhaps you missed it.
bow. Does anyone know what our school that CSUSB is a horrible campus. In fact, I
The whole purpose of my "Take a Eric Pender
start
off
my
column
by
stating
that
it
is
a
"fine
colors are? Green? Dark blue, light blue,
Hike"column waf to inform studentsofthings Student, CSUSB
campus."
There
are,
however,
several
things
pink? At other schools, like USC, when you
that they may have been unaware of. Many of
walk into their bookstore, you know their that I felt deserved to be "ripped on."
Yes, you are correct when you say these things affect the quality of life for
colors are cardinal and gold. Here, it is
that
a
"small
public school needs money." students on this campus. This waj also the Dear Sir:
anybody's guess. Where is our school pride?
Although I have never actually met Dean
The Chronicle is the only mass media that But my contention is that this shouldn't be at purpose oftheNAFTAand Field Poll columns, Gruenbaum, I understand that despite being
as
well.
Believe
it
or
not,
many
students
will
connects the student body. (Someone told the expense of the students' rights. You are,
be complaining someday about their iruibility one of the more controversial figures on the
me that we have a radio station, but I have however, incorrect as to the amount of money
to find jobs after graduating and will not campus, she is also one of the most revered
never seen anything about it.) Our paper donated. "Almost a million dollars" is
I for her scholasticism. Furthermore, when I
have made their voices heard by voting.
should focus on students, and bringing us inaccurate: $375,OOOwasdonated, which is
sent a personal reply to her upon receiving
I
agree
that
this
is
a
good
school
together. Imean.youhavearticlesonNAFTA not even half a million. No, our paper is not
her
letter, she took the time to write me a
and
I
have
a
great
deal
of
school
pride.
and national voter population that I could "bought off" because we accept paid
I
personal
response and to clarify her asser
That's why I work as hard as I do to put out
have read in the L.A. rimermonthsago. You advertising. If you read the small print in the
tions,
which
I must admit puzzled me a bit at
a quality paper that I am proud of for the
have reviews on movies that have been out box at the bottomofpage 3, you would realize
\
first.
Nevertheless,
I believe that Dean
students,
most
ofwhomdon't
appreciate
it.
If
for weeks or aren't even in theaters anymore, that we do not endorse organizations that
Gruenbaum
is
merely
attempting to foster a
you
are
so
proud
of
this
campus,
why
do
you
i.e.- "Far From Home." Why not focus on advertise inour paper. In fact, sometimes we
forum
for
intellectual
debate.
I believe your
compare CSUSB with USC and why do you
items that directly affect students. For ex "rip on" them too, especially when we feel
attacks
on
her
character
tofall
way below the
carry your books in a UCR backpack (the
ample, when will the traffic on the 215 and they are doing things that affect students
level of intellectual debate that Dean
bookstore
does
have
CSUSB
backpacks—I
University Parkway be cleared up? The adversely.
What is truly curious to me about know because I have seen them). Next time Gruenbaum waj trying to establish. She has
Calendar section is nice, but which clubs and
you want to criticize somebody, try not to be every right to express her opinions about any
eventsareopentoeverybody? Howmuchdo your letter is that you eventually digress into
so hypocritical-it wouldmake your pointsso issue whatsoever. Judging hy the tone of
they cost? So many events go by unan exactly what you accuse me of-"ripping on"
your letter, it appears as though you are as
nounced and never mentioned in The the school. I'msorrythatyoufeel our campus much stronger. Thank you.
intolerant (if not more) of her views as you
Chronicle. It is the paper's job to keep isn't as good as USC, but not all of us are
claim
she is of yours. Thank you.
-The
Editor
students informed. Your recent article on privileged enough to go to USC, even though
thelilaary was great, but where was it in the we may be academically qualified to do so
-The Editor
Fall when most new students do not know Furthermore.yourclaims^out the bookstore
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Where is your school pride?

Gruenbaum's
"secular religion"
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New Fullerton Art Museum more than just "public relations"
Dear Chronicle:
I want to commend you and ycxir staff for
the January 25th edition of The Chronicle. It
hadsubstanceandanice variety of articles. It
is clear that you are making aserious attempt
to publish a quality paper.
That said, I'd IDce to help you understand
why the University planned a "fancy art
museum" and how it was funded. The rea
sons are perhaps more compelling than "pub
lic relations" which you suggest in your
Chronicle Commentary. The Fullerton Art
Museum, now under construction, is built
with private money. We have just concluded
a capital campaign to raise almost one mil
lion dollars, ^1 from private sources. The
museum is named the Robert V. Fullerton
Art Museum because a local supporter of the
campus and the community made a signifi
cant contribution. You might also like to
know that the faculty and staff of this campus
made a significant contribution of over one
hundred thousand dollars because they know
that this campus serves as the cultural center
for our community.
The campus has received outright gifts
and long term loans of wtwid class collec
tions which need pennanent exhibition space.
Permanent exhibitions will allow persons
from this campus and the community to learn
more about art and the cultures that created

the pieces. For example, when we held the
Yes, I agree that "fancy art museum" was
Egyptian Antiquities exhibition several years probably inappropriate (and I apologize),
ago, over five thousand school children came but I still believe that "public relations" has
to campus over a three week period. A played a large part in the construction of the
docent explained to them the significance of museum, rather than say, making the Pfau
the pottery and statuary. It was exciting to Library betterpreparedfor earthquakes, and
watch the children's response to the art work. therefore safer for all students. Since Prop
In a National Endowment for the Arts 1C wflj defeated last June, and Vice Presi
national survey, 68% of those surveyed had dent of Administration and Finance David
nevervisitedanartgalleryormuseum. Those DeMauro stated on October 26 of last year
of us who represent the arts believe that these that we were still short of the funding needed
folks are being cheated out of an important to strengthen the library, 1 naturally am con
experience in their cultural development. cerned about an art museum taking prece
That's why we undertook the campaign.
dence over the library. I realize that the
I hope that when the museum is com donors probably designated that their dona
pleted, you will visit it. And, Brian, the tions were specifically for the art museum,
campaign is still short a few thousand dollars, but I just wishthat there was some way to get
so if you or your staff have any pocket change, the money (and quickly) to save our beloved
you know where to find me.
library.
Sincerely,
Beverly L. Hendricks,

Dean of Humanities

Dear Dean Hendricks:
Thank you for your response to our last
issue. No, unfortunately, I do not have any
spare change for the art museum, but I do
promise to visit soon after it opens.

A Clarification of Women's Panel Discussion
Dear Chronicle Editor,
Re: coverage of the Women's Studies
Panel "What Do Women Want: a Panel
Discussion of Women's Issues in the Ninelies." There are a few issues 1 would like to
clarify for your readers on comments attrib
uted to my presentation.
First, I am very pleased with the terms 1
was able to work out with the administration
for my maternity leave. The administration
was very supportive of my need for time off
for my second and most recent i»egnancy.
Unfortunately, the article stated that "af
ter a difficult delivery and first months of
motherhood" that 1 was "still battling the
administration over issues of benefits, ten
ure, and class assignment time for the coming
quarter," giving the false impression that I
was unhappy with my recent experience.
Actually, the difficult pregnancy and transi
tion were addresses as a contrast to my present
experience.
While my present experience was not
without it's frustrations, die issues focused
with neither benefits nor class assignment
time, as reported in the paper. Rather, the
frustration came from the confusion and lack
of communication as to the terms of my
leave.
As I Slated at the end of my presentation,
everything worked out well in the end. 1
shared my experiences with the panel simply
to help illustrate the need for a clear written
and universally available maternity and fam
ily leave policy.
Sincerely,
Risa Dickson

Assistant Professor, Communication Studies

To: Editor in Chief, The Chronicle
The article "What Do Women Want: a
panel discussion of women's issues of the
Nineties," by Audra D. Alexander in the
January 25, 1995 issue of The Chronicle,
misquoted me, leaving a misleading impres
sion of what1, in fact, was suggesting. It says
"Fryxell suggested taking partial sick leave
time and assignment time to create parental
leave." 1 did not suggest that. That was the
arrangement worked out in my particular
case during Fall 1993, because1 was organiz
ing a major professional meeting to be held
the following spring. That organizing in
cluded considerable logistics that had to be
dealt with during the fall. The timing of these
logistics created the need for me to continue
to work during the fall, which was the reason
for the assigned time. 1do not advocate using
assigned time to deal with anewbom. In fact,
1do not advocate using sickleave for parental
leave, either. Pregnancy, childbirth, and newbom care are not illnesses. Sick leave should
be reserved for illnesses, not as an to cover
c»nissions by the CSU system recognizing
the realities of its faculty workforce..,.
Thank you,
Jbhn E. Fryxell

Associate Professor, Geological Sciences
Dear Professors Dickson and Fryxell:
Apparently, there was some
misunderstanding. Please accept my apology.
Ms. Alexander does, however, believe that
the quotes she used were accurate. To avoid
this problem in theJuture, I will be providing
her with a cassette recorder, which she asked
me to do in the first place. Thank you for
taking the time to helpus clarify the situation.
"The Editor

idea.
I believe that it was ASI Board member
Paul Castillo (among others) who objected
to the $2,000 donation that ASI planned for
the art museum. He believed that the money
shouldgo to scholarships and other campus
programs that appealed to a wider audience.
But both former ASI Treasurer Terry Szucsko
and former ASI Board member Dr. Juan
Gonazalez were more impressed by the "per
manent legacy" ASI could leave on the com
munity and the shiny plaque that was sup
posed to appear in the museum, bearing
ASTs name. While I feel that it is great to
have 5,000 school children visit our campus,
I still have a hard time accepting the expen
diture made for such activities, especially
with class sections continually being cut,
class sizes increasing, and the quality of
instruction diminishing. My only complaint
about this angle is this: are we here to serve
as a"cultural centerfor the community" or to
service the needs of the students (CSUSB's
customers) first? If we can do both with
excellence, then I say more power to the art
museum. If not, then I think we need to
reconsider our priorities. Thank you.

Perhaps you raw my article on the art
museum in the June 8, 1994 issue of our
paper. I understandfrom a colleague that it
is used in the museum's "public relations"
kit. In fact, one of our former staff writers,
Vince Hudson, had one last quarter when he
wrote a follow-up article on the progress of
the museum.
In my article, I discuss the funding of the
museum, specifically from ASI. It is because "The Editor
of my experience at an ASI meeting last
spring that I gathered the "public relations"

"Female term" deemed inappropriate
Dear Editor:
even been an amusing story if you actual!
1have a few gripes about Jeremy Heckler's had made a point. Leaving out, of course, the
article.
sexist remarks.
1- The writer states that "the men all
4- Maybe the men in your family need to
gather together and talk about how crummy spend more time in the kitchen.
their jobs are. The women also get together
The rest of the paper is fantastic!
around the official conference room, the
kitchen. This is where the fun begins because Thank You,
in thecourse of thesediscussions somebody's
feeling's (female term) will get hurt and will John Garcia
set the stage for the fireworks yet to come."
1 would like to know what "female term"
means. Was it first coined by women? Don't Dear Sir:
men have feelings too? Don't they also
Yes, the "female term" was
discuss them? Where the hell do'you get off
inappropriate. Although Mr. Heckler
making such a sexist statement?
1 realize that you have every right to probably should never have used the term in
express your opinions, but as a staff member the first place, he did ask me to edit it out
on a newspaper you have a certain responsi before it went to print. Unfortunately, I
bility to avoid such remarks that might be neglected to do this, and the result was
deemed sexist, racist, or in any way preju disastrous. I apologize for both my part and
diced against any group of people.
Mr. Heckler's part in this blunder. As for
2-1 feel sorry for your family. If every your other comment regarding the relevance
thing you said about them is true then they of the column, Mr. Heckler approached me
need help!
about doing a column styled after syndicated
3- You seem like an intelligent person and columnist Dave Barry. The column is meant
I'm sure you're a nice guy out, and please
to be humorous and to lighten the mood of an
forgive me, WHO CARES ABOUT IT?
otherwise serious newspaper. Thank you.
Couldn't you have done something relative
(no pun intended), to the rest of us? Some
thing we can all care about. It might have "The Editor

Corrections from last issue:
The bylines on both the Black History celebration and
the Judd Winick Interview articles were Incorrect. The Black
History article was actually written by staff writer Angela
Patterson. The Judd Winick Interview article was written by
staff writer Ian Cahlr. Also, the headline for Jeremy Heckler's
column, "John got blown away by a rifle," was incorrect and
inappropriate:
,
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CALENDAR
Continued from page 2

calyptus Room. Lower Commons, 8
p.m.

Tuesday, Februart^ 21,
ADULT RE-ENTRY SUPPORT
GROUP - Regular meeting. See Feb.
14 listing.

SOAOLOGV CLUB -Regularmeeting. See Feb. 14 lisUng.

WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT
GROUP - Regular meeting.See Feb.
14 listini

THE BROWN BAG LUNCH LEC
TURE SERIES: "Why Am I Con
sulting For the Defense in tlu O.J.
Simpson Murder Trial?," with Dr.
Geraldlne Stahly. Professor of Psy
chology. CSUSB. Women's Resource
& Adult Re-Entry Center. 12 Noon.
CoffeeHouselX:"Rainy Day." Open-

mic performance showcase.Perform
ers welcome to participate. Old Stu
dent Union Lounge
SOFTBALL:CSUSB v. AZUSA
PACIFIC. Cal State Softball f^, 2
p.m. - 4 p.m.
INCOMETAX ASSISTANCE-See
Feb. 8 listing.
AFRICAN-AMERICAN MEN'S
SUPPORT GROUP - Regularmeeting. See Feb 8 listing.
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
UNION - Regular meeting. Pine
Room. Lower Commons, 6 p. m.
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT
GROUP - Regular meeting. See Feb.
8 listing.
FRENCH TABLE CLUB - Regular
meeting. See Feb. 8 listing.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ASSN. - Regular meeting. See Feb. 8
listing

Polls Show Continued Strong
Support for Education
'People know education is the challenging academic standar^,
key to prosperity and the wisest and a commitment to high quality
education for every student That's
Two out of three Americans do investment we can make in our
what the President and 1, joining
not favor cuts to federal education children's and our nation's future,
with bipartisan majorities in the
programs, according toanew Wash "said U.S. Seaetary of Education Congress, have worked to achieve
Richanl
Riley.
"We
can
continue
ington Post-ABC News Poll.
overthepasttwo years. The Ameri
At a time when the American to make these investments while
can people are teUing us, 'Don tgo
people want smaller, moreefficient working tomakegovemment leaner back, keep moving forward,' and
government, they continue to show and more efficient. That's what
that's what we intend to do."
strong support for investments in President Clinton's Middle Class
Bill
of
Rights
is
all
about."
educaUon, according to this survey
FRAGMENTS
The President's proposals call
and other recent national polls.
The Washington Post-ABC for tax cuts for middle class fami
The departments of anthropol
News poll, released January 6, found lies with children and lax deduc)gy and geography and the parale
that while eight of 10 people sur tionsforeducation. Thecutswould »al studies program are at it agian
veyed favor a balanced budget be paid for through savings achieved Ihey will be having their 2nd Bien
amendment, two of three said they by downsizing govemment.
lial Fund-Raiser on Friday, March
Riley said "the President's pro
would not support such an amend
1995, at 7:30 P.M. in University
ment if it meant that education or posals strike the right balance be iall -106, Califomia State Univer
tween reducing govemment and
social security would be cut.
ity San Bemardino.
A poll conducted by the Times investing in our most important re
Featuring anlhroplogy, geograMirrorCenterforThe People &The source-people."
)hy
and paralegal studies faculty,
The polls conducted in the past
Press, released on Dec. 8, found
nagors and alumni in a collection
that 64 percent would increase few weeks and months are consis
)f odd-ball roles, FP Anh^FNTS is
spending on public schools if given tent with other surveys taken in I series of comical vignettes writ
the opportunity to set federal bud recentyears. A1993 National Opin
en by CSUSB's department secre
get priorities, while only six per ion Research Center poll found that
ary Linda Stockham.
cent would decrease spending on 71 percent support greater invest
public schools was second only to ments in education.
-or information, call909-880-5519
"The American people's mes
anti-crime programs.
And a New Yoric Times/CBS sage has been consistent over the
^o reservations necessary.
poll, conducted December 6-9, years," Riley said. 'They are will
found that 59 percent oppose cuts ing to spend on education, but they boimations will be welcomed at the
in education, while 22 percent sup demand results. They want safe poc
loor.
schools, disciplined classrooms.
port cuts.

from News Services

Tr> HANG ON TO YOUR DOUGH,
(WITHOUT CRAMPING YOUR STYLE)
'f.

^ Separate "needs" from "wants/*
Hint; A bed is a need. A Mr. Microphone
is a want

Split the bill but only pay your share.
Why put in for someone elses swordfish
if all you got was soup?

gra

Set aside money for emergencies.

•

Unless you'd rather call your parents
for it instead.

i&i

r

'•'I.

;

c

;

'

.

'

Keep your eye on your wallet.
Have a Citibank Classic card in case you
lose itThe Lost Wallef" Service can get you
emergency cash? a new card, usually within
24 hours, and help replacing vital documents.
"Based on available cash line
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Pain and Paperwork;
The Heckler hits the ER

THE CHRONIN F

I don't know about tbe rest of
you, but going through the whole
process of being in pain and suffer
ing just does not cut it with me. I
know that a lot of people wouldjust
as well avoid the hospital at all
costs. Unfortunately being injured
is a fact of life.

time, I read really old magazines
and filled out tons of paperwOTk.
Actually I think it's a b^ral law
that you have to fill out a lot of
paperwork when going to the hos
pital, that along with some hospi
tals wanting your first bom.
My mom finally showed up and
was pressed into service as official
cently was chauffeur upon being officially no
tified that since I was injur^ at
l^OrnGr
doingsome- work, I had to go to an official
thing stupid Woiker's Compensation hospital.
Jeremy
and had to Theclosestone was St Bemadine's,
Heckler
go through which was really spooky because I
the whole healing process, that in remembered that it's right across
some circumstances is more hann- the street from a cemetary. Makes
fiil than the cure. I did nothing more you really want to go there doesn't
than sprain my ankle, but in doing it?
so, I ended up hopping back to
We arrived at St. Bemadine's
WOTk, climbing in my desk chair
with me hobbling along on two
and rolling into the secretary's of crutches for what seemed like for
fice saying, "I'm in pain now, please ever, until arriving in the actual
call the Health Center," which in waiting room. The waiting room is
light of past stories may not have another fun place where victims, I
been a good idea.
mean patients, are forced to watch
After making all of the phone reruns of "Beverly Hills 90210".
calls necessary, the secretaries Fortunately I didn't have to endure
rolled me outside and ran into a this for too long, as I whizzed
IMoblem, namely the stairway that through another line of paperwork
leads from the rear entrance to the and preliminary tests to the main
street. I ended up hopping down the emergency room. By then, 1 had
stairs to the waiting vehicle. The actually c^med enough to take this
whole time I was thinking of tbe easily, even with the continual hob
immortal Nancy Kerrigan line, bling of the cmtches. A few min
**Why, me?"
utes later I got whisked away to the
AftCT entering the vehicle, we X-ray room on a wheelchair.
took off for the Health Center. Af
The X-ray room is such a nice
ter arriving, I waited fw the wheel place too. Yeah, it reminds me of a
chair to take me to tbe examination medieval torchure chamber. It was
room; the entire time shaking like a dark and had a lot of strange and
leaf. Once in the examining room exciting equipment marked "do not
they took all of my vitals, which touch" or "catch this befwe it falls".
were probably through the roof, Despite all that, I made it through in
more from actually being exam one piece and was sent back to the
ined than ffcxn the actual injury.
emergency room. They told me the
They then went through the ac same thing tbe Health Center did
tual examination of my foot and and even gave me a splint cast to
decided it was not broken, but I help me hobble along. Solbobbled
should go to a hospital just in case back to my car glad 1 was alive, but
tohaveanX-ray taken.In themean wishing that I had a wheelchair.

Heckler's

Wanted:
Letters from male and female students detailing
what they want in a potential mate,
fm asking only for general terms and would like to
use this as background & maybe quotes for my next
column.
Send responses to UH 201.09 (Faculty Wing)
-Sincerely, Jeremy Heckler

%
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& Consignment

Visiting professor Patrick
Molutsi will talk about "Southern
Africa in the 1990s: Prospect for a
Peaceful Transition" on Thursday,
February 16 at Cal State, San Ber
nardino. The free 7:30 p.m. lecture
will be held in Jack H. Brown Hall,
Room 113.
Molutsi is visiting the campus
from Botswana under a Fulbright
fellowship. Sharing an office with
fellow
sociologist
Tom
Meisenhelder, Molutsi is teaching
a seminar on politics and society in
Southern Africa. Cal State anthro
pology professor Pete Roberishaw
wrote the {xoposal to help bing
Molutsi to Cal State.
Molutsi's expertise includes ru
ral development, labor and gender
studies, local government, and re
search on health systems and de
mocracy.
For more information, call
x5577.
The Loma Linda University
Amateur Radio Club, in cooperati(xi with the City of Loma Linda
Department of I^blic Safety, will
conduct a six-week introduction
to amateur radio course on
Fhursday evenings, 7pm to 10pm,
starting February 2. This course
will prepare students for taking
the Novice and Technician
written examinations on March
12. Contact the Department of
Public Safety, Loma Linda City
Hall, 25541 Barton Road, Loma
Linda, 92354. Call 799-2850 for
more information.

Tracy McAfee and Travis Mickey put their heads together at the Leahng Center

Under Graduate Studies
Learning Center
By Gail Ann Uchwat
Chronicle Staff

Feeling academically over
whelmed? Need a little help pre
paring for your upcoming mid
term? Help is as near as University
Hall.
The California State University
San Bernardino, Undergraduate
Studies Learning Center, is located
in room 315 of University Hall.
Students can find help in a wide
variety of areas there.
"We are here to help make
achieving academic success easier
for students'" said center director,
Cynthia Linton.
Linton suspects the tutoring pro
gram may be one of the center's
most imptxtant services. Students
may walk in and obtain free tutor
ing from paid personnel, on an indi
vidual or group basis.
Computer labs are available for
students who need to type a paper
(X who wish to learn about comput
ers through self-paced classes, us
ing IBM or Macintosh. In addition,
there are computer assisted instruc
tion {xograms, as well as computer

PLANPfq-jg:

programs to aid in preparing for
graduate school testing.
The audio-visual area facilities
are available for listening and view
ing taped lectures; similarly, selfpaced courses can be taken using
these services.
Guidance in forming good study
skills is available. In addition, the
Learning Center staff will assist in
the formation of study groups that
will enable students to achieve a
more complete understanding of a
specificcl^s, major, or profession.
There are testing facilities for
make-up-tests, challenge tests, and
testing for the self-paced courses.
This service is available Monday
and Thursday: 5:00 pm-8:00 pm
and Tuesday, Wednesday, and Fri
day: 10:00 am-2:00pm.
Within the Learning Center is
also the Writing Center, where tu
tors provide assistance to students
writing in any discipline.
To find out more about the
Learning Center, call: 880-5038,
or drop in Mondays throughThurs
days: 8:00 am - 8:00 pm, Fridays:
8:00 am - 4:00 pm.
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Botswana
Scholar to
Speak on
South Africa

men's
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New minor in political
economy will be
available In Fall of 1995
courtesy of the Economics Dept

A new minor in Political
Economy will be available through
the Economics Department start
ing in FalI1995. Students in Politi
cal Science, History, Sociology, and
Geography might be particularly
interested in this new minor.
Political Economy is a branch
of economics that stresses how con
flict and power shape economic
behavior. Students who minor in
Political Economy will be intro
duced to this branch of economics
and. so, will gain a fuUer under
standing of the social/ political/
economic world in which theyjive^
V

Managing Your Debts:

Two courses are required in the
minor. Political Economy and PostKeynesian Economic Theory. In
addition , students will select six
teen units from a list that includes:
The Economics of Poverty and Dis
crimination, Economic History of
the United Slates, History of Eco
nomic Thought, Women in the
Economy. Other upper-division
courses can be selected with permissik.^ from an Economics De
partment advisor.
Students who are interested in
this new minor can contact Profes
sor Eric Nilsson in EG 112 for fur
ther information.
J

How to Regain Financial Health

may be difficult. Some of the least
Consumer Credit (NFCC) provide dividuals. Chapter 13or"ieorgani- reputable lav/yers make easy money
and forthrighmess.
zation" allows debtors to keep prop
•Budget your expenses. Create education and counseling to fami erty which they might otherwise by handling hundreds of bankruptcy
Can't pay your bills? You re
a spending plan that allows you to lies and individuals.
lose, such as amwlgaged house or cases without adequately consider
not alone. Today, millions of
For
consumers
who
want
indi
your debts. Itemize your
car. Reorganizations may allow ing individual needs. Recommen
Americans are having difficulty reduce
vidual
help,
CCCS
counselors
with
necessary expenses (such as hous
debtors to pay off or cure a default dations from those you know and
paying their debts. Mostof those in
professiorral
backgrounds
in
money
and
health
care)
and
optional
ing
over a period of three to five years, trusl and from employee assistance
financial distress are middle-inprograms, are most useful.
expenses (such as entertainment and management and counseling can rather than suirender property.
come families with jobs who want
Some public-funded legal ser
vacation travel). Stick to the plan. OTOvide support. To jM"omote high
Chapter
7
or
"straight
bank
to pay off what they owe.
standards,
the
NFCC
has
developed
vices
programs handle bankruptcy
•Try to reduce your expenses.
ruptcy" involves liquidation of all
But it is important for you to act.
a
certification
program
for
these
cases
without charging attorney
Cut out any unnecessary spending
assets that are not exempt in your
Doing nothing can lead to much
such as eating out and purchasing counselors. A counselor will work state. The exempt property may fees. Or these programs may pro
larger problems in the future-even
expensive entertainment. Consider with you to develop a budget to include items such as work-related vide referrals to private bankruptcy
bigger debts, the loss of assets such
taking public uansportation rather maintain your basic living expenses tools and basic household furnish lawyers. Keep in mind that the fees
as your house, and a bad credit
than owning a car. Clip coupons, and outline options for addressing ings, among others. Stxne of your of these attorneys may vary widely.
record.
your total financial situation.
POSSIBLE PITFALLS
Are you in financial trouble? purchase generic products at the
If creditors are pressing you, a property may be sold by a court'Credit Counselors who aren't
supermarket, and avoid impulse
appointed official or mmed over to
If bill collectors are calling you.
purchases. Above all, stop incur CCCS counselor can also negotiate your creditors. You can file for helpful. Often for-profit or nonyou know you're in financial
ring new debt. Consider substitut with these creditors to repay your Chapter 7 only onceevejry six years. credentialed counseling organiza
trouble. But what if you're just
ing adebit card for yourcredit cards. debts through a financial manage
Both types of bankruptcy may tions make promises that they can
having difficulty stretching your
•Use
your
savings
and other as ment plan. Under this plan, credi get rid of unsecured debts (those not or do not keep. Be especially
paycheck to pay monthly bills? If
sets to pay down debts. Withdraw tors often agree to reduce payments, where creditors have no rights to careful when asked for a large sum
you answer yes to any one of these
ing savings from low-interest ac lower OT drop interest and finance specific property), and stop fore of money inadvance. To check the
following questions, you shouldact.
charges, and waive late fees and
organizations reputation, contact
•Do you routinely spend more counts to setUe high-rate loans over-the-limit fees. After starting closures, repossessions, garnish your local state Attorney General,
usuallymake sense. Selling off a
than you earn?
the plan, you will deposit money ments, utility shutoffs, and debt consumer protection agency, or
•Are you forced to make day-to second car not only provides cash with CCCS each month to cover collection activities. Both types
but also reduces insurance and other
also provide exemptions that per Better Business Bureau.
day purchases on credit?
these
new
negotiated
payment
•"Credit Repair" clinics and
•Are you able to make only the maintenance expenses.
amounts. TheCCCS will distribute mit most individuals debtees to keep "credit doctors" have been fre
•Look
for
additional
resources
most of their assets, though these
minimum payments on monthly
from governmental and private this money to your creditors to re "exemption" amounts vary greatly quently criticized for promising that
credit card debts?
pay your debts.
they can remove negative informa
•If you lost your job, would you sources for which you may be eli
With more than 1,100 locations from state to state.
gible. Government assistance in
Bankruptcy cannot clean up a tion from your credit report. But
have difficulty paying next monthly
cludes unemployment compensa naUonwide, CCCS agencies are bad credit record and will be part of accurate information cannot be
bills?
tion, Aid to Families with Depen- available to nearly all consumers. this record for up to ten years. It changed. If information is old or
WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR
dentChildien (AFDC), food stamps, Supported mainly by contributions can, for example, make it more dif inaccurate, you can contact a credit
YOURSELF
low-income energy assistance. from community organizations, fi ficult to get a mortgage to but a bureau yourself and ask that it be
•/?cvicu' youT specific obliga
Medicaid, and Social Security in nancial institutions, andmerchants, house. It usually does not wipe out removed.
tions that creditors claim you owe
•Risky financing options. When
cluding disability. Other resources CCCS provides services free or at a child support, alimony, fines, t^es,
to make certain you reallyowe them.
low
cost
to
individuals
seeking
help.
already
in financial trouble, second
may be available from churches
and some student loan obligations.
If you dispute a debt, fmst contact
and conununity groups. Often these To contact a CCCS office for con Also, unless under Chapter 13 you mortgages greatly increase the risk
the creditor directly to resolve your
sources are listed in the Yellow fidential help, look in your tele- have an acceptable plan to catch up that you may lose your home. Be
questions. If you still have ques
l^one direciwy white pages, or call
on your debl bankruptcy usually wary of any loan consolidations or
tions about the debt, contact your Pages of your phone book.
1(800)
388-2227,
24
hours
a
day,
WHAT OTHERS CAN DO
does not permit you to keep prop other refinancing that actually in
state or local consumer protection
fw
an
office
near
you.
crease interest owed or require pay
FOR YOU
office or slate Attorney General.
Personal Bankruptcy Bank- erty when the aeditor has an un ments of points or large fees.
Credit
Counseling
If you are
paid mortgage or lien on it.
•Contact your creditors to let
•AFinalWord: Don'tlosehope,
unable to make satisfactory arrange niptcy is a legal procedure which
Bankruptcy cases must be filed
them know you're having difficulty
ments with your creditors, there are can give pjeople who cannot pay in federal court. The filing fee is even if you despair of ever recover
making your payments. Tell them
organizations that can help. An their bills a fresh start. A decision $160, which sometimes may be paid ing financially. You can regain
why you're having trouble- per
to file for bankruptcy is a serious
financial health if you act Pursu
haps it's because you recently lost organization that you can call is a step. You should make it only if it in installments. This fee does not
Consumer
Credit
Counseling
Ser
include the fees of your bankruptcy ing the options presented can put
your job or have unexpected medi
you on the road to financial recov
vice (CCCS) agency. Utese local is the best way to deal with finan
lawyer.
cal bills. Try to work out an accept
cial
problems.
There
are
two
types
non-profit organizations affiliated
Choosing a bankruptcy lawyer ery.
able payment schedule with you
with the National Fotmdation for (rf bankruptcyavailable to most in
and will appreciate your honesty

Courtesy of Consumer Credit Counseting Service of lnlandjmpire^__
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Baseball: Business or Exhibition
Landmark Supreme Court cases changed the face
of the game forever and helped shape baseball
into what it became this last summer
By Michael J, Callaghan
Special to the Chronicle

As baseball was gaining popu
larity, a little known legal case was
being heard by the Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court granted base
ball certain anti-trust exemptions,
unprecedented in sports, thatwould
pave the way to the escalation of
salaries. The Federal Baseball
Qubs, which was a rival league to
the majors, was suing the National
League of FYofessional Baseball
Qubs. The suit claimed that the
National League was buying up the
Federal League teams, thus creat
ing a monopoly amongst them
selves.
The Supreme Court ruled in fa
vor of the National League, arguing
that the National League was merely
giving exhibitionsof baseball. The
Supreme Court ruling stated that it
is true that, in order to attain for
these exhibitions the great popular
ity that they have achieved, compe
titions must be arranged between
clubs from different states.
Baseball was not seen as a busi
ness, but was viewed in the eyes of
the courts as simply engaged in
giving exhibitions. To give the
exhibitions, the league was granted
exemption from interstate com
merce and was free to hold territo
rial boundaries among its members.
The mling further affirmed that
players wereprevented from break
ing theircontractual obligations and
an historical anti-trust exemption
was enacted on May 29,1922. No
other sport had received such an
exemption from government juris
diction.
Most of the major league teams
at this time were located on the East
Coast. It was essential for the sur
vival of the league that baseball be
given free flow of commerce be
tween states. In addititxi, this rul
ing enacted the "reserve clause"
that said that aball player was owned
by the ball club to which he was
under contract. The teams could
bold forty players on their rosters,
and were
to do what they wanted
with these forty players. If a player
was on this forty-man roster, he
was obligated to do as the team
dictated concerning team assign
ment within its minor league sys
tem and trades. These anti-trust
exemption and reserve clause rul
ings, which seemed rather insig
nificant in 1922, would send base
ball into a tail spin in 1972.
Baseball and its anti-trust ex
emption were challenged several
times throughout the years within
the court system. In 1952, minor
league infielder George Toolson
sued the New York Yankees for

depriving himof the opportunity to
make a living. Toolson was a util
ity inflelder within a highly tal
ented Yankees organization.
Toolson simply wanted to become
a free agent so he could sell his
services to another team. Instead
ofreleasing Toolson, the Yankees
sold his minor league contract to
one of its minor league affiliates.
Toolson refused to report to the
minor league club and was placed
on the ineligible list. Thus, the
Yankees refused Toolson the op
portunity to play baseball.
Toolson's case reached the Su
preme Court, where his lawyers
argued that as a result of baseball's
monopoly, Toolson was being de-

Part Two of a
two part series
prived of the opportunity to make a
living.
The courts ruled that the busi
ness of providing public baseball
games for profit between clubs of
profession^ baseball players was
not within the scope of the federal
anti-trust laws. The courts further
ruled that lifting theexemption was
under consideration, but that since
baseball had existed for over thirty
years under this ruling there was no
need to change the ruling at this
time.
Baseball was beginning to mo
nopolize its players to the extent of
telling them where they could and
couldn't play. Many players felt
that their ballclub was simply their
employer, and they in return were
simply employees. In 1972, base
ball would forever change the
groundwork for the escalation of
salaries to emerge.
Curt Flood was an all-star out
fielder who played for theSt. Louis
Cardinals. He was a lifetime .293
hitter and, in many circles, was
considered a fine ballplayer. In
1971, be was traded to the Philadel
phia Phillies. Flood simply did not
want to play in Philadelphia. He
had played his entire twelve-year
career in St. Louis and had hoped to
finish his career there.
Flood told the Cardinals that he
was refusing the trade and would
not play for Philadelphia. TheCar
dinals argued that because of
baseball's anti-trust exemption and
reserve clause, Flood was obligated
to report to the Phillies. Flood
continued to refuse that trade, and
his case was eventually brought
before the Supreme Court as well.

Flood felt that he was an em
ployee of the Cardinals, was under
contract with theCardinals, and thus
should continue to be employed by
the Cardinals. Flood lost his case.
The S upreme Court once again ruled
that the long-established exemption
of professional baseball and its re
serve system from the federal anti
trust laws rests on a recognition and
acceptance of baseball's unique
characteristics and needs. There
fore, no baseball player could con
sider himself an "employee".
Flood's question was dees a ruling

made in 1922 still apply in the
1970s? The Supreme Court's re

sponse was "yes."
Many people in baseball felt that
Flood h^ a legitimate case. In fact,
many people felt that if the stars of
the game in the early seventies had
supported Rood, he would have
won his case. The Tom Seavers
andPete Roses ignored Flood's plea
for help. Rood was placed on the
infamous ineligible list and never
played professional basenaii agam.
Ro^'s case is historic in the
transformation of the game because
in some respects, he won his case.
This case and the notoriety it re
ceived led to collective bargaining
sessions where players were
awarded certain rights. If a player
had over six years of service when
his contract expired for the first
time, that player was eligible to
negotiate with other clubs. Free
agency emerged and first-time free
agents such as Jim "Catfish" Hunter
and Andy Messersmith were
awarded multi-million dollar con
tracts on the open market. The
escalation of salaries had begun.
Another significant change
emerged from Flood's case: the
five/ten rule. If a ballplayer has
over five years of service with one
ballclub or ten years of service in
the big leagues, he can veto any
trade that involveshim. Rood never
played professional baseball again,
but he left his mark on the game.
And it may not be long before an
other possible landmaik case de
cides what the fate of the future of
baseball will be....
Volunteers are needed for office
work assisting the American
Diabetes Association. Responsi
bilities include answering phones
typing, data entry, and bulk
mailing. Computer experience
with WordPerfect 6.0 would be
helpful. Hours are 8:30am to
5:00^ Monday thru Friday with
I minimum time commitment of A
hours per week. Call Laura at
ADA (909) 343-0304
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Center for Economics Education
continues to grow rapidly
courtesy of the Economics Dept

Under the guidance of Profes
sor Jim Chaikins, the Center for
Economics Education has expanded
rapidly in the past year. THe Center
is now poised to initiate a major
technological breakthrough in the
training of teachers in our public
schools.
Also on the Center staff are
Carolyn Rodriguez, Doug Cham
berlain, and Ken Rebeck. All are
former or current Economics ma
jors at CSUSB. The staff trains
public school teachers in the teach
ing of economics fc^ kindergarten
through 12thgrade. Mostrecently,
they have worked with the Colton
Unified School District and schools
jn South Central Los Angeles.

The Center is now implement
ing an interactive video system to
help train over 1000 teachers in the
Los Angeles Unified School Dis
trict. These workshops will be
broadcast from Media Services'
new facilities in CSUSB's Pfau
Library. THismajOT technological
breakthrough isbeing supported by
EconomicsAmerica of California,
the parent organization of the Cen
ter for Economics Education.
In the past, some economics stu
dents have acted as aides to teach
ers in local schools, receivingcredit
for helping teach elementary school
children basic economics. If you
are interested in helping, contract
Prof. Charkins at x5553, or drop by
his office at FOB 105.
^

NO COVER
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KCAL 96.7 FM PARTY NIGHTS
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"Pulp Fiction" proves that extreme
violence does not equal a bad movie
By Angela Patterson
Chronicis Staff

Despite the fact that Quentin
Tarantino's "Pulp Fiction" only
received one of six Golden Globe
Awards it was nominated for, the
Jersey Film Production movie star
ring John Travolta and Samuel E.
Jackson is still considered one of
the best movies of last year.
While going to see "Pulp Fic
tion," I really didn't know what to
expect. 77ie Sun newspaper gave it
four stars, and a few of my frietKls
told me it was good. It wasn't the
type of storyline anyone would
expect; but one thing about this
unique movie is it was terrific.
"Pulp Fiction" was composed
of three seperate storylines which
all intertwined. The movie keeps

your interest rate up throughout. wait!" The key word here is wait
Samuel E. Jackson was excellent. because that's just what each scene
He plays a gangster named "Vega" makes you do. It would go slowly,
who had plans to get out of the busi then build up, and then end the
ness. Close to the beginning of the scene with abig "Bang"-- but itstill
movie Vega and Vincent (played by left you thinking.
Many may feel that the movie's
John Travolta) went to three young
boys homes, during breakfast, have violence and graphicdepictions are
arather disturbing conversation with just a bit too much for the usual
them, and at the end of the ^ene— moviegoer. In my opinion, the
when you don't expect it-they kill movie did contain a lot of violence,
one of the guys. Tliey had already but that's not all it was. Even with
killed another one during the con the dramatic scenes there was still
some humor incorporated within.
versation.
In conclusion, I would rate "Pulp
In another scene, Vincent takes
out the head gangster's wife "Mia Fiction" as one of the top movies of
Wallace," and during dinner, Vincent 1994. If you want to see a movie
asks her a question and waits quite that's different, and that makes you
anxiously for the response. She an laugh but is like a drama, "I^lp
swers, "No, now you put to much Fiction" is the movie you should
emphasis on it, now you have to see; but I wouldn't take my child.

1994 a "Monster" of a year in alternative music: The Top 20 albums
By Jon Lyons
Chmnicia Staff

great, which is rare with any album.
17. CRANBERRIES-A^O NEED

As we journey into 1995, our
thoughts turn to celebration and
reflection. We have just finished
with Christmas and now prepare
for the excitement of the new year.
We also begin to reflect on the past
year and what has occurred over
the past12 months. So, I compiled
my Top 20 albums of 1994.
This was not an easy task, since
many of the usual alternative rock
staples (i.e. U2, the Cure, Depeche
Mode, New Order) did not release
albums this year, and still others
(Pearl Jam) released albums after
this column was written. So we
journey on with the Top 20. Hold
on tight-there may be a few suririses....
20. JESUS AND MARY CHAIN-

TO ARGUE

Hyped as an acoustic album,
the Jesus and Mary Chain deliver a
'oned down, mc^e structured al)um than its previous noise rock
ecords. The brothers Reid have
aken a new sonic approach and
idded some guest vocalists like
lope Sandoval from Mazzy Star
0 flesh out their sound and give it
1 new voice.
19. TOR-LADY K
Most people haven't heard of
:"CMr, who are a trio from Philadel)hia. For's debut disc is an inter
esting mix of British-style rock
(nixed with heavy bass lines. The
14 songs on Lady K give an excitng introduction to one of the best
ndie bands around.
18. MAGNAPOP..//f>r BOX-

SVPERUNKNOWN

•STONED AND DETHRONED

NG

Adanta, Georgia's Magnapop
ring forth a second album of pure
op-rock bliss. Great big guitar
are nicely placed against the
leep bass lines and steady drum
vork. The real treat here is the fact
hat every song on the album is

The second album from Limer
ick, Ireland's favorite sons and
daughters is very similar to fu'st.
The softer stuff on thealbum sounds
like outtakes from the fu-sl album.
However, the heavier stuff is new
and refreshing, especially the harderedged lead single "Zombie." Over
time, this album should surpass the
success of the first.
16. LOVE SPIT LOVE-LOVE

SPIT LOVE

Richard Buder, formerly of the
Psychedelic Furs, broadens his hori
zons with his new band on their first
album. Love Spit Love is a harder
version of the Furs with guitarist
Richard Fortus adding power and
depth to Buder's abstract lyrics.
15.
SOUNDGARDEN-

1986, but don't hold that against the
rest of this album's woric in explor
ing Bridsh culture and music.
12. SONIC YOUTH-EXPER/-

MENTAL JEST SET, TRASH
AND NOT STAR

By far the coolest album title of
the year. Sonic Youth explore feed
back and noise better than any other
band around. "Bull in the Heather"
proves they can write a hit single
(loo bad it wasn't a hit) while the
rest of the album lays claim to new
territory in the continuing search
for the perfect amount of feedback.
11. LUSCIOUS JACKSON-

NATURAL INGREDIENTS

Beastie Boys' progeny Luscious
Jackson step out into the spotlight
with adiverse and danceable album
full of hip-hop, dance, funk, and
disco flavor. Slightly more adven
turous than the Beastie's, with bet
ter voices.
10. BEASTIE BOYS.-/LL COM

MIGHTY JOE MOON
This trio from LA cornered the
market on complex, moody songs
full of beautiful imagery and deep
lyrics. Grant Lee Phillips adeptly
handles the vocal demands placed
on him by his songs, and Paul
Kimble's subtle bass and organ
work gives the songs a rich, full
sound few experienced musicians
can attain.
7. PAVEMENT-CROOKED

RAIN, CROOKED RAIN

The undisputed kings of
"slacker" rock create a complex set
of songs about such mundane things
as getting a haircut and bands they
really hate. "Cut Your Hair" has
got to be the single of the year with
a chorus that gets stuck in your
head and won't leave for weeks.
6. THE MISS ALANS-

BLUSHER

The Miss Alans win the award
for the best unknown band of the
year. Therecordisn'tterriblystrong
MUNICATION
The Beastie Boys tread a little in the songwriting department, but
water with their fourth album. Ill something makes you keep pulling
Communication steals a lot of its it out of the stack and popping it
production from their previous al into the disc player, and that is the
bum Check Your Head, while sign of a great record.
stretching in new directions, includ 5. GREEN DAV-DOOKIE
The only thing 1 can say about
ing samba and Gregorian chants.
"Sabotage" is definitely one of the Green Day that hasn't been said is
that the album is not like the title.
best singles of the year.
9. VARIOUS ARTISTS-'TffE Punk rock makes a big comeback
and these three guys will probably
CROW" SOUNDTRACK
THIGHS
be the ones to stay because they
Soundtracks
to
movies
can
be
This debut album from this Chi
lack the one thing the rest of the
tricky
to
critique.
Most
are
just
a
cago quartet is full of great hooks
and b^utiful vocals. The lyrics are hodge-podge of artists out to make bands don't have: talent.
of the typical ilk: depression, anger, money by putting tracks not good 4. NIRV AN A-lWPEt/GGED IN
and je^ousy. But don't hold that enough for the album out on a score NEW YORK
A glimpse at what might have
against them. "Seeiher" is probably for a movie. "The Crow" is the
one of the catchiest tunes of the year. exception. Each song on the album been if Kurt Cobain hadn't com
is not only a great song, but also mitted suicide comes in the form of
13. BLVR-PARKLIFE
British pop stars Blur arrived in works in the context of the movie. this Unplugged performance shot
the Stales with their third album, Highlights include agreatCure song lastyear. ThecoversofVaseline's
waving the Union Jack and rekin called"Bum," and the cover of the "Jesus Don't Want Me for a Sun
dling the new wave era long since Joy Division classic "Dead Souls" beam" and David Bowie's "Man
Who Sold the World" are simply
forgotten in theColonies. "Girls and by Nine Inch Nails.
breathtaking. The undisputed high
8.
GRANT
LEE
BUFFALOBoys" sounds as if it was recorded in

Since Led Zeppelin no longer
exists—save the pitiful excuse that
Page and Plant have been treading
around as lately-Soundgarden will
have todo. Superunknown is a stretch
for these Seattle rockers, adding
Beatlesque touches to songs like
"HeadDown" and "Black Hole Sun."
Chris Cornell still has one of the best
vocal ranges of any contemporary
singer in the business.
14. VERUCA SALT-AMERICAN

point is the solo version of "Penny
royal Tea," a fitting tribute to a
great songwriter.
3. HOLE-LIVE THROUGH

THIS

If things had gone according to
plan. Hole should have conquered
the world this year. God knows
theyhadlhealbumtodoit. Courtney
Love arrives as a songwriter, match
ing beauty and anger, all in thesame
song. Live Through This is a great
record despite what happened tothe
band.
2. LIVE-THROWING COPPER
The heir apparent to the politi
cal angst rock throne U2 left after
Rattle and Hum has arrived in the
form of Hershey, Pennsylvania's
Live. Their sophomore album is
full of power and depth with meaninghiddenineverysong. Whatsets
this apart from their previous work
is iheemotional power given to the
material that was lacking in thefirst
album. No longer is Live grand
standing with its liberal political
agenda. They have managed to
mesh the politics with feeling in a
mix that is destined for greatness.
1. REM-MONSTER
How do you top a year that had
releases by Nirvana, Hole, and the
Beastie Boys? By putting out a
monster of a new album. REM
blows the doors off 1994 with their
eighth album. This time, the boys
dust off theelectric guitars and rock
out. Michael Stipe is back to his
androgynous ways with mystic lyri
cal references to Dan Rather being
beaten up and various other crea
tures hidden in the human subcon
scious. Peter Buck, the undisputed
star of this record, cements bis place
as the definitive rock guitarist with
his work on songs like "Let Me In"
and "Crush with Eyeliner." Over
all, an easy choice for Album of the
Year.
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"ItHadToBeYou"
brings dinner
theatertoCSUSB
from News Services

"Youthanasia" proves
Megadeath's glory
days are long gone
By Melissa Pinion
Chronicle Staff

Megadeath-n.-1) Aunitofmeasure equal to the death of one mil
lion people by nuclear explosion.
2) A band that once ranked up there
next to Metallica, and now appears
to be slipping.
Met^ fans must give a lot of
credit to Dave Mustaine, the throat
of Megadeath, because despite the
fact that he has been through one
traumatic bout after another (the
abrupt dismissal from Metallica,
the cocaine and the alcohol addic
tion) he and bis prodigy, Mega
death, have managed to keep their
bead slightly above water for what
is now going on six albums and
years of blood, sweat, and tours.
Their
sixth
album,
"Youthanasia" carries the ghosts of
vintage metal along with somewhat
newer, more polished creations.
However, the listener can't help
but notice Mustaine's lyrical
therapy and his inner turmoil being
vented between redundant guitar
books.
On the positive side, we are
granted 'Train of Consequences"
whichisarhythmicalfunktrack. It
contains whiplash, chunky, muted
chords (though easy to play they
soundawesome.) It is also reminis
cent of the driving track "Hangar
18" ("Rust in Peace") which con
tained the same type of chords.
We revisit "Symphony of De
struction" through the flfth track
"Elysian Fields" which could eas
ily appear on the club scene given
the time and popularity. Traces of
back vocals, a rare occurrence in
this band, can also be heard on this

song. This makes the track not only
polished, but more balanced.
However, the "inner turmoil"
theme becomes very stale early on
with this album. "A Tout Le
Monde", Mustaine's attempt at
singing in French is in theformat of
a melodramtic goodbye letter and
may remind thelistener of theSpan
ish version of the LP, "Eat 'Em and
Smile" by David Lee Roth. The
chorus reads: "A tout le monde/ a
tout les amis/ Je vous aime/ Je dois
partir." Striking. But my guess is it
probably either means "TTiis sucks"
or "I re^ly feel sOTry for myself."
"The Killing Road" (yes, you
guessedit) is about touring. Looked
at it in a certain light, it almost rubs
off as a grindcore country song. "I
lost my mind/1 lost my money/1
lost my life to the Killing Road."
The album is rounded off with
two redeeming tracks. The first,
"Blood of Heroes", a driving song
that reflects early metal such as
Accept's "Balls to the Wall" vibe
and the seccmd, "Family Tree" deals
with a more sensitive issue-child
molestation.
While "Youthanasia" strikes as
a mature album, one with seasoned
musicians, it cannot come close to
the early Megadeath releases such
as "Peace Sells..." and "Killing is
My Business..." Perh2q)sMustaine
is finallyuying to tell his fans that
he's not cioing it for the money
anymore, but for his own person^
recovery.
Megadeath will be appearing
live at the Orange Showgrounds in
San Bernardino on February 24th,
and at the Grand Olympic Audito
rium on February 25th.

The wonderfully outrageous
comedy "It Had To Be You" is
being presented at Cal State, San
B^ardino in a dinner theater per
formance on Thursday, Feb. 9at7
p.m. in the Student Union Events
CenterBandC. TheTexas-based
Repertory Theater of America is
performing this nationally ac
claimed play.
In the play, Theda Blau is a
zany, funky high school dropout
that is addicted to health food,
Shiatsu, and the one-character
play she is writing. She has
bungled an audition when she
meets Vito Pignoli, a repressed
but very smooth directs/producer
who doesn't realize that he is her
latest project. She is determined
to get him by hook or crook.
Tickets are on sale now at the
ASI Box Office. General admis
sion is $9 and S7 for students,
faculty, and staff. This event is
being sponsored by Cal State, San
Bernardino's Student Union Pro
gram Board and Associated Stu
dents Inc. For more information,
call x5943.
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On Thursday, January 26, the
Multicultural Center held its first
annual Multicultural Art Exhibit.
The show was an open invitation
for students to bring and display
their art work from 6 - 8 pm in the
Student Union Events Center.
Organized by Otis (Tbambliss
Jr., Program Assistant for the
Multicultural Center, the purpose
of the event was to provide an op
portunity fcM* student's art to erase
color lines and show that all art,
regardless of cultural orientation, is
equally significant
Featuring photographs, paint
ings, as well as a collection of video
art work done by students from the
Communications department, the
event provided an opportunity for
both art majors and non-art majors
to display their wwks, meet other
artists, and consequently strengthen
the art conununity on campus.
Among the artists who partici
pated were Terrance Hamilton,
Cornelius Austin, Karla Corona,
and a number of video productions
by various students from the Com
munications department.
One of the main objectives be
hind the show was to provide a
unique environment in which the
many social and cultural groups on
campus could come together and
celebrate the fact that there is more
in common among various groups
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"Higher Learning"
representative of racial
issues in America
By Sean Bilt>rew
Chronicle Staff

John Singleton's new movie,
"Higher Learning" revolves around
the experiences of three freshman
college students at ficticious "Co
lumbus University".
Kristen, played by Kristy
Swanson, is a young white woman
from Orange County who is date
raped by a fraternity man.
Remy, portray^ by Michael
Rap2q>ort, is a young white man
from Idaho who buys into the ideol
ogy of the skinheads after failing to
find a place where he can fit in.
Malik, played by OmarEpps, is
a runner on a partial athletic schol
arship who believes the system is
against him because he is black.
Lawrence Fishbume is the po
litical science professor who is try
ing to reverse Malik's belief that he
is a victim in the white man's soci
ety.
OmarEpps, Kristy Swanson and
Michael R^£qx)rt gave strong per
formances as individuals struggling

Multicultural Art Exhibit breaks
down cultural barriers
By Sean Stewart
Chronicle Staff
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of people than one might imagine.
As program assistant, Chambliss
explains the role the Multicultural
Center has in bringing members of
the campus community together
through events such as this.
"One focus of the show is try
ing tobring all the different kinds of
(^ganizations together, and let them
realize that together our campus is
so much more important," said
Chambliss. '.'it's more authentic,
and its more career orientated."
Chambliss believes that a more
unified, networked atmosphere
among campus organizations is nec
essary for the school to achieve a
moreeffective educaticmal environ
ment. As the communicating of
ideas in the real world becomes
increasingly more accessible
through networking, so shouldideas
on our campus.
Chambliss describes the role of
art in a multicultural ccxnmunity as
unifying and essential.
"The students can all have an
event together and not be separate,
with this organization here, and this
organization over here, because the
concept between art and the con
cept of culture are really parallel.
"Art is really an extension of an
individual's imagination put into a
wcM-k and imaginations are so varled because... they are conceptions

See Art Exhibit
on page 14

to find their identity. Each person
was pulled in two different direc
tions. All were struggling to find
where they were most comfortable.
Ihese three characters were a
representive of the majority of
people in America. What African
American male in the United States
has not felt the effects of racism?
What person in the United States
has not believed in a racial or ethnic
stereotype?
John Singleton's message is that
everyone should unlearn what they
have been taught about people dif
ferent from themselves. They need
to unlearn what they have been
taught about Blacks, Whites, Hispanics, Asians and homosexuals.
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Feb.14:
The Little Rascals
"^Natural Bom Killers
' Ihe Scout
^'Ihc Next Karate Kid

Feb. 21:
' Mi Vida Loca
''Andre
'Time Cop
T-resh

ADAM SANDLER
This idiot's going back to schoolWay back.«

Billy

IVtacilsorL
COMING FEBRUARY 10th
©19^ UNIVEnSAi. CITY STUOOS INC
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"Upset" hopes fall short for Coyote Men's Basketball
By Ben Wirick
Chmnich Staff

The CSUSB Men's Basketball
team played UCR on Thursday,
February 2nd, and were hoping for
anotberupset,justastheydidagainst
Bakersfield. UCR is one of the
toughest teams in the conference,
not u> mention that both teams were
going into the game with 3-2CCAA
records. Therewasalotofhypefor
this game - this one was a big one.
Right from the tip off UCR
dominated. It took a time out four
minutes into the gameand the Coy
otes trailing 11-0 to gel on the
scoreboard. The Coyotes worked
the ball around the parameter against
the UCR defense to a wide <^n
(TarenceTumageforthedunk. Yet
UCR continued to dominate every
aspect of the game. Early on, the
Highlanders were stripping the ball

from the Coyotes, out rebounding,
getting to the loose balls and just
putting more points on the board
than the Coyotes were. With ten
minutes remaining in the first half,
the Coyotes trailedby fifteen points.
Realizing that UCR was too
big and powerful inside. Coach Aye
was forced to change from a man to
man defense to a series of different
zone defenses, including a 2-3 and
a 1-2-2. This baffled theseemingly
inhuman UCR team. The Coyotes
stole the ball, ran the floor, and
found the open man for the easy
shots. Playing the zone defense
paid tremendous dividends of re
bounds. UCR stopped receiving
easy second shot lay-ups that came
easy in theopening partof thegame.
The Coyotes became much more
aggressive, and began to play their
own game. The three point shot

Streak over for Lady Coyotes:

From six to nix for CSUSB Women's team
By Ben Wirick
Chronicle Staff

The Women's Basketball team had their game plan.
their six game winning streak bro "We showed a lot of heart, and a lot
ken Thursday, February 2, against of courage to constantly come back,
Cal State Dominguez Hills at Ixit we would get to within four, and
that's as close as it would geL" said
Dcxninguez Hills.
CoachBeckley.
TheCoyotes ended
The Coyotes were disappointed af
ter the game because they were tied the evening with a ten point 67-57
for first going into the game, and in loss.
a three way lie for second coming The high scorer for the Coyotes
Thursday night was Jdinson, who
out.
"It was a very frustrating evening turned in 16 points.
"If there is a high point to this game,
for us," said Coach Beckley.
Dcxninguez Hills look the inside it's that they will have to come to
game away from the Coyotes early our gym, and we can return the
and forced the Coyotes to change favor," said Coach Beckley. Odds
are- they probably will.

Men's Basketball: 91-93 UCR
Women's B-ball: 57-67 CSUDH
$$$ NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
BiUions of dollars in available
education funds go unclaimed each
year because students dont
know where to find it or how to
apply.BeyUr Computer Services

can help you. For a free 24 hr.
recorded message call;
(909) 864-8944 ext.112

"Financial Aid for College"
* Scholarships
* Fellowships or Grants
* Internships
* Loans
•Cooperative work-study programs
Computerized Report
No GPA-lncome or age Requirements

Guaranteed matches

was going down for them and they
narrowed the lead from 15 to 5. A
four point play by David Johnson
with about 8:30 left in Uie halfforced
UCR to call a time out.
The time out did UCR good.
Afterwards they had mort continu
ity in their offense, and atjacked the
CSUSB defensemuch better. They
started getting open shots, and ac
tually makingthem. However,they
had a hard time getting the easy
second shots that had given them a
lead. CSUSB seemed to keep
UCR's game from fifteen feet and
out. UCRbuilttheirleadbackupto
ten, and it looked as if the game was
going to become a blow out, as
foreseen in the opening minutes of
the game.
But the Coyotes stayed in the
game. Lou Williams, who will be
purchasing
olllg liCW
new lido
nets for
l\Jl lAlV/
the ones WW
he

i:

lit on fire, kept the Coyotes close.
Lou Williams ended the half with
17 points. Most of those jwints
came with less than 8:00 left in the
half Williams penetrated the UCR
defense, and made shot after shot to
keep the game close.
During the second half, it was
more of the same. CSUSB would
get within seven, and then UCR
would push the lead back up to
twelve. Williams was still unstop
pable. The Coyotes man to man
defense started to solve the UCR
size advantage.
The game was securely in the
pocket of UCR with about 1:30 left
in thegame, when abarrageof three
pointers by the Coyotes, and lackof
ability to shoot clutch free throw,
broughttheCoyotes within twowith
14 seconds left. The better news is
that the Coyotes got the ball due to

UCR's traveling violation. They
got the ball in-bounds, passed it
around for a three from the craner
that did not sink. However, a Coy
ote was there fcx- the rebound, and
with three UCR defenders around
him, he put it up. That did not sink
either. On the rebound from the
missed lay-up, UCR tinned the ball
out of bounds with two seconds
left.
The Coyotes took the ball out
of bounds, passing the ball in only
to get tipped to a UCR player; the
game was over.
A true display of heart and
courage only to fall short with two
seconds left on the clock. CSUSB
showed a Division II poweihouse
that this years Coyotes are for real,
and that Bakersfield was not a fluke.

Best Subs in Town" :•

DELMY'S

Now Open Til 10!

I:
O F F
i:
j I Any Regular 6" or i2" Sub ;

SUSI

Ngxdipi±i

^eliverl!

^ «wkW'

11 w/ coupon, not good w/ any other offer i
1: 1357 Kendall Dr.
WANT $30,000
FOR COLLEGE?
COME TALK TO US.

The Army can help you
ease the financial burden
of college with the Mont
gomery G1 Bill Plus the
Army College Fund, if
you qualify. And, equally
important, well show you
how Army service can
help you succeed in col
lege. See your local Army
Recruiter today for details.

$30,000.
Montgomery GI Bill Plus
the Army College Fund.

(909) 885-5664
ARMY
BE ALL YOU CAN BE;

(909) 880-1605 !

+

KencUUDr.

Ddlm/s

; 10% Student Discount
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"An Evening of One-Acts"

Lonestar

was

By Shannon Bums
Chronicle Staff

This was an emotional play
focussing on two brothers and a
drunken evening spent behind "
Angel's Bar in Maynard, Texas
around 1974".
Roy is a bitter young man who
smed in Vietnamand is longing for
the "way it used to be". He's very
drunk and so he goes from one
emotional extreme to the other.
Steve Lyles has a very expressive
face and so was able to convey
Roy's emotions to the audience
without difficulty. Roy is a hero to
Cletis.
Ray, Roy's brother, is b^py
and easy going. Max Castan was
completely believable as Ray. He
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a

definate

crowd

seemed to be the favorite of the
audience. Max was funny, sincere
and a very good actor.
Qetis (Shane Churchill) was
a sweet, naive and sexually con
fused nerd. Sexually confused,
meaning his wife's anatomy was a
mystery to bim.Insecurity and self
doubt are human nature. Everyone
is a"Nerd" to oneextent or anc^er.
Whether other peq>le think so or
not. We all want to be accepted by
our peers and respected by others.
Oetis was my favorite character.
In one scene the song "Your
Cheatin' Heart" is heard from in
side the bar Roy putshis arm around
Ray and they sit together on an old
tire. They sing the words together
until well after the song has ended

LONESTAR
**************
Directed by: Sean Turner
Cast

By Shannon Bum*
Chronicle Staff

Drs. Sherry Howie and Sue
Greenfeld of CSUSB will be fea
tured speakers for the International
Lecture Series on Feb. 15.
As Fulbright scholars in Tai
wan during the 1993-94school year,
Howie and Gre^eld will discuss
'Taiwan, A Complex Dragon in
Economic and Educational
Change." Their noon lecture will
be in the Panorama Romn in the
Lower Commmis.
Howie, who taught English
education and computer-assisted

By Shannon Bums
Chronicle Staff

This was a very funny show
about an actor who thinks be'shaving a nightmare in whidi be is mys
teriously thrust into different scenes
**************** from different plays and he doesn't
know lines ftx* any of them. He has
Directed by Jennifer Tafolia
no idea what's going on.It was very
Cast
good and Jeremy Rowley did an
George Spelvin
leremy Rowley
excellent job. He was very believ
Henry Irving
Christopher W.
able and was able to bold bis pres
Thayer
ence on stage for long periods of
Dame Ellen Terry.. Amy Hawkins
time all almie. Hismcmcdogues were
Sarah Siddons
Kristi Ackley
fantastic.The audience was very
Mark
Steve Robles
impressed with him. "Jmmy is hi
Joseph Smith
Shane Churchill
lariously funny"says Julie Day who
Max Castan as Ray

Shane Churchlilas Cletis

The Au/akening of Soul

NIGHTMARE

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 11th 11AM
RIVBRSIDB

UNITARIAN

3657 LEMON ST

CHURCH

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 12 th

2 PM

CAL-STATB SAN BERNARDINO

Unlveni^ Parkway
( Lower Commona)

Thakar Singh
VREF. OF

CHAKCIK,

AI.L ARK WHXIOMf-;

instruction at the National
Kaohsiung University in southern
Taiwan, co-authored a journal ar
ticle with a Chinese colleague while
there. The article will ^pear in the
ELT Journal this year.
Greenfeld taught at the Na
tional Chengchi University and spe
cializes in policy and occupational
health and safety case studies. Her
lecente study (MI Tai Yuen textiles
took six months to complete and
has been accepted for publication
in two business policy journals.
For more information, call
X5193.

Nightmare was a riot

Steve Lyles as Roy

Experience the awakenlnft of the soul through the meditation on the
inner Ll^l and Sound Representatives of Sant IliaJuu- Singh wtU be
gtvlng free Ufcxinatlona] seminars in which you can learn the nature of
man's inner self and the practical way of inner peace.

is music major here on campus.
She's right.
All the actors were funny and
infesting. I thought the scenes
from Hamlet were the best. The
Elizabethan was spoken very well
especially by Christopher Thayer. 1
was delighted at his level of skill.
Elizabethan is difficult and he had
no p^oblem what so ever.
1 also thought that Steve Rob
les looked great in a maidscostume
was very funny.
The women of the cast. Amy
Hawkins and Kristi Ackley, w^
equally amusing and the produc
tion could'nt have been pulled off
without them.
CONGRATULATIONS!

entines Day

^ Contest
*'
Coyote Bookstore
Y O U R
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pleaser CSU educators cBscuss Tahmn experiance

and the audience is able to feel for
the two Ixothers and to understand
what they mean toeach othw. This,
says director Sean Turner, is what
they set out to accomplish . They
have succeeded. Everyone involved
did a very good job and they should
all be very proud.
" It was good, I liked it. I espe
cially enjoyed "Ray"."-Tony Carbo
" [Sean Turner] added human real
ity. Wonderful job. I taught him
everything he knows!"-Qyde Wil
liams and Sam Freeman , theater
techs firom Valley college.

MEDITATION

FEBRUARYS. 1995

B O O K S T O R E &

M O R E

%

1st - Large Brown Teddy Bear
2nd • 35nim Camera
3rd- Sony Walkman
GUESS THE NUMBER
OF HEARTS IN THE JAR
AND WIN A PRIZE!!
Get that special something for that
Special Someone!!! Many gifts to
choose from. Free Gift wrapping.
Need not be present to win. Students, Staff and Faculty only. One prize per customer.

TUT
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Black History Month celebrated at CSUSB
By Audra D. Alexander and
Shannon Burns

February 1st brought Black
History menth to Cal State as crowds
of people gathered in the Student
Union Courtyard. Supporters in
cluded KKBT 92.3 "The Beat"
FM radio, the Women's Studies
Club, the Black Faculty and Staff
Association, the Black Women's
Residence Hall Association, and
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
(CSUSB Rho Delta Ch^ter).
Among the 11 featu^ perfor
mances were poetry readings, a
magic show, a step show, and an
African Cultural performance.
Leading the African Cultural per
formance was Adassa, a Jamaican
bom dancer, whose skillful display
of dance included stepping on and
handling broken sh^ds of glass.
The conclusion of the event saw
Adassa bringing a few audience
membersf(^ard to join in her tribal
performance. She teaches Afroculture dance, calypso, and owns

Alexander Raguzi shows off his magical talents.
'The Diamond," a multicultural
agency. If anyone is interested in
learning the dances, Adassa is in
the process of putting together a
class for the students'of CSUSB
and people of all ethnic back
grounds are welcome to learn about
African-American culture. Contact
the Multiculteral Center for infor

mation.
Also involved in the first an
nual "Black History Fest" were
poets Pemella Sommerville, Dehlia
Umunna, and Brenda Gazzar. All
were top winning contestantsin the
"CSUSB Talent Show" on Novem

ber 17,1994. Eric Leocadio, pro
gram assistant for the Multicultural
Center, stated that,"Since they won
the Talent Show, wefelt it would be
great for them to perform again."
Other performances included
poetry readings by Kharyshi
WigintonandTaliskaTempleton, a
magic act by Alexander Raguzi,
Hboni Anderson performed "The
Black National Anthem "
And a step show by: "Omega Psi
PhiFratemity,lnc. SigmaEta Chap
ter" , "Alpha Kappa Alpha Soror
ity, Inc. I^ppa TTieta Qiapter " of
UCR and "Etelta Sigma Theta So
rority, Inc."
Leocadio and Kimberly Will
iams, who work for the
Multicultural Center, combined ef
forts with sponsors two mondis ago
to form the celebration. Leocadio
stated that, "We want to recognize
different kinds of cultures, appreci
ating (them) and uniting everyone
for peace and harmony."

The Multicultural Center
wishes to celel»ate all cultures since,
"In the beginning (of the
Multicultural Center) a lot of the
"White" students didn't feel they
wcHild be welcomed. So we want to
represent the European cultures as
well. It will be our way of showing
unity through the recognition of
diversity."Leocadio stated, "We
can't control other people's indi
vidual responses... I'm talking about
the recent ("Talk Soup") discus
sion about interracial dating. S(xnetimes it's good to hear the opposite
view and get a positive reaction."
Some upcoming events for the
Multicultural Center include a po
etry reading in the Pub, a Cinco de
Mayo celebration, field trips to the
"Museum of Tolerance" and "Ed
ward 0. Museum of Decorative
Arts." Also, the International Citi
zens Associ^on is planning an In
ternational Week. For details about
Multicultural events, ccmtact the
Multicultural Center at x7204.

AIM HIGH WITH AIR FORCE ROTC:
GUARANTEED SALARY
JOB SECURITY
ADVENTURE
TRAVEL

Adassa brings the crowd up to join In the tribal celebration.

Art Exhibit
cont from page 11...

of ideas, and at the same time as
broad as art woik is, cultures are
broad. You see, 1 didn't want stu
dents to bring cultural pieces, 1
wanted cultural students to bring
pieces, and show that all students
are cultural through any type of art
woik, painting, literature, sculpture,
all different pieces."
Another goal of theexhibit was
to open a venue in which the appar
ently small and inconspicuous com
munity of artists on campus could
come togetherand have their woiks
shown in a casual atmosphere.
During the two hour show, artists
could share their works and ideas
with other artists and visitors.
Chambliss hopes that the
events will attract the attention of
the administration and demonstrate
that quality art work is being done
on campus, specifically, woric that
should be represented in the new
Visual Arts C^lenter.
"A lot of students know that
there's an art facility being put to
gether, but they don't realize that a
lot of art work goingin thereis to be
professional art that'll be coming

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
CSUSB AIR FORCE ROTC
CAPTAIN ANDREPONT
(909) 880-5440

firom museums from all around the he says, lack participation and there
w(x-ld. And of course that's going fore, lack any sense of the interest
to bring different types of shows, ing ideas and qualities of the cul
and different events that will go on tures of their peers. This is where
based around that art wc^.
art can unify people on a personal
"But if possible, in the end level.
result, students can have wc»'k sub
Participation in the First An
mitted and permanently placed in nual Multicultural Art Exhibit was
the gallery... people whoshow up minimal, but Chambliss cites the
for the event will see the student's challenges in raising interest in onwork showcased next to the profes campus activities, and the fact that
sional work. That's going to give "people just don't know that things
the people that are there not only a wcHthwhile happen after class is
more positive outlook because over." He feels thatit will take time
they'll realize that the students are and more personalized publicity to
involved in a lot of different things, make students aware of the wealth
but the administraticH) will see bow ofcultural and artisticbeauty on our
the work is appreciated, and get growing campus.
attention for giving the students a
clear and equal representation in Alpha Kappa Psi would like to
the project That will make the welcome the new members who
administration even more in touch skived last quarters pledge pro
with the student community, and 1 gram; John Birdwell, Jeff Emery,
think that's where it all revolves Sal Gonzalez, Sandra Hull, Rob^
aroimd tohaving more unity among Martin, Brent Nord, and Ralph P.
students and administration alike." Oribello. Alpha Kai:^ Psi would
Personalization is also a key also like to congradulate this
quality that Chambliss feels should quarter's brave bunch of pledges;
be a greater part of the school. He Lindsay Boyd, Ron Brodgen, Kevin
feels that due to this being a "com Byrne, A1Heineman, ScottMcNair,
muter campus" most students are Joanna Peukeit, Helen Ross, Maria
unaware of the unique envirtmment Sanchez, Colleen Todlank, Steven
^
that CSUSB can be. Most students, ^an Houten.

The secret's
out!
cAlcw

North Pointe

is the best rental value in the Inland Empire
Can you believe ItH
You can get a 1 bedroom, fully appliartced apartment
with vaulted ceiling, fireplace, and FREE Cable TV

for just $400!
There are 2 pools, 3 spas, a fitness center,
racquetball court, and so much more at this well-maintained
community, you've got to see it for yourselfl

VisH today and ask about our special
1 month free rent offer!!*
Based on 1 year lease agreement and approved aedlL Call for

detaJh.

1265 KendaH Drive, San Bernardino
(909) 881-3305
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To inherit his
family's fortune,
Billy is going
back to school.^
Way back.

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MENT - Over 25,000 openings!
Excellent benefits & bonuses. For
more information call: 1-206-5454804 ext. N59851.

Adam Sandler

STUDENTS
Over 120 manufacturers need you
to assemble products at home. Cir
cuit boards, jewelry, holiday deco
rations, etc. Earn $280 to $652
weekly.
time / full time. Experience
unnecessary / will train.
You're paid weekly.
Call 1-602-680-7444 Ext. lOOlC.

SUMMER
JOBS
IN
YELLOWSTONE! Now hiring
over 3,000 employees to fill posi
tions in hotels, restaurants, and other
guest services. Stop by the Summer
Job Fair on Thurs^y, March 9, in
the Student Union Events Center
between 10:00 am and 2:(X) pm.
TW Recreational Services, P.O. Box
Yellowstone National Park, WY
82190. (307) 344-5324. AA/EOE/
M/F/D/V.

STUDENT SPECIAL Large2BR,
$450 / month, $600 move-in.
5 minutes from campus. Mgr 8814212.

LOOKING for self-motivated
people who want to earn extra in
come selling health maintenance
productsP/tOTF/t 1-800-994-3367.

WANTED: Part time Assistant
Sunshine Family Care
Knowledge in Child Development
a plus.
(909) 882-0172.

ROOMATE to share 2 bedroom
Appt.
$275 +1/2 utilities.
Cable, Rione. Right off 215 & 10
freeway.
Call (909) 422-0511.

ATTENTION ALL STU
DENTS! Over $6 Billion in pri
vate sector grants & scholarships is
now available. All students are eli
gible. Let us help. For more info,
call: 1-800-263-6495 ext. F5985L

Billy Madison

FAST FUNRAISER - Raise $500
in 5 days- Greeks, Groups, Clubs,
Motivated individuals. Fast, easyNo financial obligation. (800) 7753851 ext. 33.

A comedy about an overwhelming underachiever.

CASTLEPARK - $150 per month
Share a room. 1/3 utilities plus 1/3
deposit Call Joe: (909) 422-3906. ^

SPANISH Tutor available. Tutor
ing in Basic, Intermediate, and ad
vanced Spanish. Improve your
pronounciation and conversational
clrjllc
^(909)422-0511.
^ For Classified Placemenr
Information, see Cathy Miller
or a Chronicle Ad manager at

UH 201.09 or x5931.
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A Mechanical Jurassic Park
ComesToSan Bernardino County
By Corina L Borsuk
Advertising Manager

On January 21, amid stomps
and roars, a new exhibit was un
veiled at the San BemardinoCounty
Museum. DINOSAURS! is pre
sented by the San Bernardino
County Museum Association and
spCHisored in part by Hospitality
Dental Associates,Comcast Cable,
Health Net, and San Bernardino
County Central Credit Union. The
exhibit features fossils and mechani
cal dinosaurs from the Cretaceous
to the Jurassic period, about 65 to
156 million years ago, as well as
hands on exlUbits.
The robotic dinosaur models,
provided by Kokoro's Dinosaurs
and ranging from half to full scale,
are displayed in the Museum's Spe
cial E^ibits Hall. There are ten

different dinosaurs species repre
sented, each display^ in an artifi
cial environment similar to what
may have existed during that time
period. In front ofeach display is a
placard that gives ccarect pronun
ciation of the names, sizes, diets
and the general locations and time
periods in which they lived.
Albertosaurus,
Maiasaura,
Apatosaurus (formally brontosaurus), and Stegosaurus are just some
of the dinosaurs on display.
The Hall of History provides
museum visitorswith alook at foot
prints and skeletons of dinosaurs
once indigenous to the San Bernar
dino County area. While not all the
fossils are real, the reproductions
are similar to the actual fossil re
mains found by ^chaeologists.
Also on display is a likeness of the

Old Woman meteorite that struck
in the mountains west of Needles in
eastern San Bernardino County.
Scientists believe the Old WtMnan,
or meteorites like it, were partially
the cause of the dinosaurs' extinc
tion.
DINOSAURS! is more than
just a passive look at the history of
life on our planet. Guests are en
couraged to touch samples of the
material used to make Kokoro's
dinosaurs and actual lizard skin.
Find a Fossil is a sandbox filled
with "dinosaur fossils" to give chil
dren the chance to experience what
an archaeological dig is like. In the
Hall of History a skinless version of
the mechanical dinosaurs roars,
turns its head, lifts its arms at the
touch of a button.
The museum is also providing
informational pre
sentations on Satur
days and Sundays
throughout the run of
the exhibit. DINOr SLIDES and DINO
§ TALK are two of the
^biggest presenta
tions.
DINOSLIDES are intro
ductory lectures for
families and children
held from 1:30 pm
and 3:00 pm on the
first three Saturdays
in February. DINO
TALK is an on-go
ing series of lectures,
one of which is
hosted by CSUSB's
own Assistant Pro-

Apatosaurus, the dinosaur formally known as Brontosaurus, stretches for an afternoon snack.

A mother Maiasaura looks on as her little babies hatch. The Maiasaura
livedduringthelateCretaceousperiod in Western North America(Montana
and Alberta, Canada).

fessor of Biology Stuart Sumida.
DINO TALK topics include Dino
saurs of Alaska, (California Dino
saurs, and The Earliest Fossil Col
lectors.
'The importance ofhaving spe
cial exhibits at our museum is that it
brings in things to people in San
Bernardino County that they
wouldn't normally get to see," ac
cording to the museums' head of
public relations Jennifer Redonalds.
"Special exhibits also get people
interested in museums in gener^."
Decisions on what exhibits will be
featured at theCounty Museum are

made through a combination of ex
hibit availability and visitor sur
veys. Future exhibits are Snake
Hips and Lizard Lips: The Truth
about Reptiles and Amphibians in
June and Winter '96 is scheduled
for an exhibit on Bats.
Admission to DINOSAURS!,
which includes general admission,
is $6 for adults, $5 for seniors and
students, and $4 for children 2-12
years. DINOSAURS! will run
through May 7, onTuesday through
Sunday from 9 am until 5 pm. For
information on group and school
tours, contact the County Museum.

AS! Board of Directors continues to make changes
By Victoria Besedin
Chronicle Staff

A major issue at the ASI meet
ing Tuesday, Jan. 24 was the need
for security at the Cossoulis arena
Paul Castillo, ASI Board of Direc
tor for the School of Education,
suggested that the ASI Board of
Directors compose a letter of con
cern questioning the allocation of
security for the students who will
use the facility. There are no secu
rity officersassigned to the arena so
far this quarter.
Debra Lee, theDirector of Com
munity Services for the March of
Dimes Birth Defects Foundation,
requested participation and support
with the Walk America The annual
event will take place April 29th and
30th. The organization is celebrat
ing their 25th anniversary.
Unallocated funds arccurrently
S87,763.46. $3,030 is being dis
tributed to the ASI officer assis
tants and S80 to the unemployment
compensation.

Vacant postions: Board of Di
rectors on the Finance Board, ASI
Environmental Committee Chair,
and several at-large places need to
be filled. Due to Melinda Krallis'
resignation as Busines and Admin
istration representative, Scott Wil
liams, who served on the board last
year, was recommended for the
position and appointed to the ASI
Board of Directors.
Due to schedule conflicts and
unavailability of tickets after a
certian time in the game.Chair Lou

Monville suggested that ASI should
work on a way f<* students to pur
chase tickets in advance for the
basketball games.
The Student Leadership Recep
tion was held Jan. 26. ASI received
the Outstanding Leadership Con
tribution award. The latter infor
mation has not been approved by
the board.
Amy Toy from the Office of
External Affairs was excused from
the meeting because she was at
tending theCSU, Board of Trustees

pecial
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Board members present in
meeting in Long Beach. She had
attended the CSSA meeting in cluded Lou Monville, James Lai,
Tobiason, German
Pcwnona. She was involved in a Crissy
resolution for Prop. 187. CSUSB is Garberoglio, Juan Gonzalez,
not a paying member of CSSA.Our Brenda Gazzar, Linda Cornwall,
university's name will not be in Paul Castillo, Sylvette Ballester,
Jose Cabrera, Eric Alger, Christo
cluded in that resolution.
Lastly, a parking survey has pher Dolan, Christy Heame, John
been distributed throughout the Livavich, Dr. Frank Rincon,
campus. Results on the study have RandyHarrell and Patrick Areffi.
not teen detennined. According to Dr. Linda Norman was excused.
the Parking Services office, it could Scott Williams, Steven Dunn, Helga
take four weeks for them to be sub Lingren, and Soncia Lilly were
guests.
mitted to the board for review.

STUDENT VNfONAVDfT
REPORTS FOR F/Y1993-94
ARE AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW
AT THE STUDENT UNION MAIN DESK,
ASI OFFICE AND PFAU LIBRARY
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Answering tough questions in Women's
Studies: Why Study Whiny Women?
By Mimi Bommersbach
Special to the Chronicle

As coordinator of the Women's
Resource and Adult Re-Entry Cen
ter, I frequently field such ques
tions as, "What is Women's
Studies?..Why Women's Studies?"
These questions are inevitably fol
lowed by knee-jerk logical reason
ing which often spears like an
"aha" experience, that if women's
studies... why not men's studies?
Ah yes, nothing like a little equity
to pacify a feminist like myself.

*5

Even though most of the time, if
1 am really honest with myself, I
know thesequestioners really don't
want to know, I inevitably give
them the old spiel. Summing up
several thousand years of gross his
torical inequity in a couple of sen
tences is hard to do. But in my
earnestness, I always try. I am
usually then met with a protest of
how now, today, things have really
changed. I am usually asked to
notice all of these wonderful
changes. But because I am a femi
nist (and therefore have nosense of

t. •>

humcx* when it comes to this sub
ject) I still want to whine and com
plain. I do this by looking globally
(good feminists look globally.)
When one looks globally one does
not see much change in the status of

PLC HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:
• Guaranteed employnunt after graduation

* Salary uartingfrom $22,000to $36,000

* Guaranteed Late programs

* Summer jobs earning up to $2,600

* Guaranteed Pilot programs

* Equal opportunity employment

* Guaranteed challenge

* No on campus commitment

• Guaranteed Uaderskip Experience
' SlOO Montky stipend availabk
Not everyone can be a Marine Officer; Ifyouthiidc
you have what it takes to be a leader of Maiioet,
call CapCsun Jones or GunnerySergeant Medina at
(909) 383-1130

Due 10 llic ol compluinis wc
received, ihe "Wom;tn (o Woman'
graphic has becji replaced

PAHFI?

project

SISTER
Sexual Assault Chssis
Si Prevention Services
Project Sister needs
iotline volunteers for sexual
assault crisis calls. The 40 hour
training dasses start February, 27.
for more information, please call
the Project Sister business office
at (909)623-1619, ask for
Theresa Borunda. Through Project
Suster, you can make a difference
h the lives of women and children.

The American Cancer Society
has a need fcM^ volunteers to help
inform the public on cancer questionsandcuirentinfcHmation. You
can woik a three hour shift once a
week answering phones, sending
out printed materials, and sharing
community resouirce infcnmation.
Call (909) 824-2724.

University Diversity Committee
discusses how to bring peopie together
By Lori Wyman
Chronicle Staff

"We don't want to wait fOT di
saster to strike before we come to
gether and forget our differences,"
encouraged Dale West, Friday,
January 27, at the Open Forum on
diversity. The University Diver
sity Committee was formed a year
and a half ago to "highlight the
problems of the university and to
stimulate the commitment of the
whole univCTsity to work together
to solve them."
"We want to champion diver
sity. We want to put a pulse on the
percepticms of the community and
grow towards one another, not away
from each other," said chair of the
committee, William Aguilar.
The University Diversity Com
mittee has been meeting weekly,

during which they have spent time
putting together aMissicH) and Goals
S tatement anda S tatement of Commitment to Diversity.
The
committee's goal is to work to
wards "an environment that values
diversity" which requires the com
mittee to "create, promote, and
maintain activities and programs
which appreciate, celebrate, and
further our understanding of indi
vidual and group diversity." Some
of the variables of div^ity that the
committee is trying to address in
clude race, ethnicity, religious be
lief, sexual orientation, gender, dis
ability, socioeconomic status, age,
and others.
"In order to allow our species
to survive long term on this planet,"
began committee member, Ellen
Gnienbaum, "we need to realize
that different is not negative. Find-

(909) 880-5933

IN MANY COMPANIES
IT TAKES YEARS TO PROVE YOU'RE
MANAGEMENT MATERIAL...
The Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Glass (PLC) is a chance
to guarantee yourself a commission as a MARINE OFFICER
while still in college.

wcMnen. I cite a report done by the
Humphrey Institute of Public Af
fairs inl989. ItrepcMts that women,
who make up sli^tly over 50% of
the world's population, perform
two-thirds of the worlds labor, yet
own only one percent of the world's
IH^operty. Next I am obliged to
explain that the Humphrey Institute
of Public Affairs is not a group of
w(Hnen who sit around and make
up their statistics for journalistic
effect. By now the questioner is
usually trying to change the sub
ject. I resize they didn't want to
discuss the subject in depth in the
first place.
And so, that is why we have
created Women's Studies. So whiny
wc»nen like me can examine in
depth, trivial issues, like the quality
of women's lives throughout the
world.
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Magic Mountain
Discount tickets
ut fu«s

$15.00
^
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iljM^ Avaiablethru

Hoomwif"
Bring your CSUSB ID and check
out our other deals for you in the
Student Union!

ing out how people are different
can be delightful." She went on to
explain that "people need encour
agement to go through this process
and the educational institution is
involved in this process."
The committee aspires to "fa
cilitate and promote ongoing op
portunities for public discussion
relating to diversity." Tbeirplanof
acticai includes various speaker and
film series, a race forum and diver
sity awareness. The committee
plans to "promote eidiancement of
education^ programs to reflect plu
ralistic values and goals." They
hope to do this through the school's
curriculum and in the presentation
of materials.
There is also a goal of collect
ing, assessing and disseminating
data on campus. In the sprihg
ofl994, a questionnaire was dis
tributed in which the committee
found a large number of people
have experienced some form of dis
crimination. A survey is planned to
be given each year so committee
members are up to date as to people's
feelings on discrimination at the
University.
The committee realizes they
can'treachtheirgoalsalone. "Each
ofus has to play a role if this is going
to work," explained Aguilar.
The forum on Friday was held
to "hear from the audience and get
their thoughts and ideas." Several
members from the audience gave
their comments, offered sugges
tions, and asked questions on vari
ous topics. The committee asked
that their audience give them a
chance to come up with a few solu
tions. They promised to ask the
CSUSB president for guidance, so
perhaps someday their documents
would be forwarded for adoption
by the University.
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Conversation boiled over at "Talk Soup
By Audra D. Alaxander

Copy Editor

Hie soup was wann and the talk
was hot on January 30 in the MultiCultural Center.
'Talk Soup," sponsored by the
center and moderated by Tracey
Haitell wasdeveloped as a series to
accomplish one primary goal-that
goal being to "unify CSUSB stu
dents together and present a fonun
where they can discuss opinions on
issues and not be afraid of being
barred or disregarded."
Harrell, a sophomore business
administration major, hopes that
"the students learn to understand
their fellow students' opinions and
feelings."
The last meeting of Talk Soup
was entitled, "Inteitacial Relation
ships in the 90s." Harrell based the
ne& for this particular session on
the facts that some two decades
ago, "interracial maniages were illegi in nearly 20states." Since the
enactments of the Civil Rights
Movement, stales have slowly but
surely abolished these laws, but the
cultural taboos still exist

Robin, a student at CSUSB,
slated that her marriage to an His
panic man, "was never a racial
(voblem..J never thou^t of it as a
mixed mairiage" RoWn, now wid
owed, suib rs racial conflict with
her husband's family and her chil
dren.
"No..." another student dis
agreed, T am half White and half
Bolivian, and I don't feel slighted at
all" This student who dhose to
remain ancmymousstated, "I don't
feel comfortable around the White
race. My father used totell me how
evil the *White man* was. That
coupled with experiences later on
in life, caused me to be leary of
trusting them."
This student a female English
major at CSUSB, has two young
children by an African-American
male. Lateron in thetfccussion she
stated, "It angers me when an Afri
can-American woman looks
disfavoiingly at my son when we're
together because they don't realize
the damage they're causing him
through their actions."
"Maybe if you understood the

..
. . .. . . M
African female better..." stated
David, another student "...if you
look around you'll find a high per
centage of African males in the
streets, selling drugs, robbing, kill
ing, and in jail. When she (the
African female) finds a good Afri
can man, perhaps one that's conser
vative, pushes hard, and takes care
of his responsibilities, it's difficult
to see him without a sister (AfricanAmerican female)."
Both Harrell and Otis Chambliss
Slated they felt a primary reason
African-American women date out
side their race was due to the lack of
African-American men available in
general. Chambliss felt that fear
and ignorance causes the prejudice
against interracial relationships.
T think prejudiceall boils down
to fear...fearof the unknown, thatis."
stated Chambliss, a communicationsstudentatCSUSB. Chambliss,
who had a relationship with a half
Native American, half Euro-Ameri
can woman, was discriminated
against simply for being with her.
"The police would pull me over and
assume that I had stolen both her

Retail Shop

rnnfinu
and »Ka
the r.r>r"
car." PhamhliQ*
Chambliss continued
with, "However, we were discrimi
nated against only while out in public-and that was really due to the
area we lived in."
(Chambliss attributed the lack
of anxiety in both of their families
to the fact that he and the woman
shared Native American ancestry.
"We both had family who lived on
the reservation. Our families were
very supportive of our relationship.
The small percentage of common
relation allowed the racial bridge to
be traveled."
All in all, Harrell felt that this
particular session was, "extremely
productive. 1 hope that people
learned from other's opinions.
Maybe people didn't agree on ev
ery issue, but at least they began to
understand each other."
Harrell will continue with fu
ture "Talk Soup" sessions, includ
ing the next meeting on February
13ththatdeals with African-Ameri
cans and their treatment by the edu
cational system. For more informatitx) on "Talk Soup" sessions,
contact Tracey Harrell at x7204.

Vintage Clothing
501 Levis
Leather Jackets
Flight Jackets
Levi Jackets
M,T,W,F, Sat.Noon-6 p.m.
Thur. 5 to 9 p.m.
#16 N. 6th Street
Redlands, CA. 92346
Kevin or Jo (909) 798-8055

• The comments
•
expressed
: in "Conversation
I boiled over at Talk
• Soup' "are not the
I opinions of The
I Chronicle or any of
• its staff members.

Albers' Formulation: Articulation shows art changes life
By Victoria Baaecin
Chronicio Staff

"There is never only one soluUOT in art. Life is change...When

you really understand that each (X)lor
is changed by a changed environ
ment, you eventually find that you
have learned about life as well as
about color," explained Josef
Albers.
The 20th century painter chal
lenged his art students to find new
color experiences. He said the eyes
can be tricked by grouping various
colors together and the physical
property of color is not ccmsidered
very often.

"Formulation: Articulation,"
which will run until F^. 24 at the
University GaDery, offers patrons
the first time ORKirtunity tooversee
noted artists' works from the origi
nal form to another medium of art:
screenprinting. This keeps Albers
exact color experience alive, not
printedor reproduced, so visitors to
the exhibit can see the relationship
and importance between colors and
diape in works of art for them
selves.
"Looking at this art takes a lot
of energy. In the three-dimensional
paintings that1 like, 1try to find the
feeling, the ideal, almost the atti-

tude of the artist, " said Daniel
Wood, a senior psychology major.
A German native, Albers pre
sented two portfolios with 66 fold
ers, which are 15 by 40 inches when
displayed. "Early Glass Paintings,"
"Woodcuts," "Linocuts," 'Treble
Qefs," "Biconjugate," "Kinetics,"
"Transformations," "Constella
tions," "Variants," and "Homages
to the Square"-Albers' own words
accompany each piece analyzing
and explaining his intentions.
Albers believed colors can be
altered by placing a different back
ground behind it. The most interesting piecejo^ie_was_|]G-Clef.

Albers' placement of greys,whites,
blacks-the colorless colorschanged four similar shapes to a
series of very different ones. My
eyes were fooled by the optical illu
sions.
Graphic Arts Major, Danetta
McDonald agreed, saying, "You
have to get used to this kind of
work. It works on your eyes. You

can question all his use of color. 1
am drawn to color."
This exhibit requires a closer
look to capture multiple blends of
interacting color and dimension to
give each work texture and mean
ing. Students can experience "For
mulation: ArticuIation"Monday
through Friday, 9 am to 4 pm and
Saturday and Sunday, 12 to 4 pm.
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Cal State Student Wins Lindbeck Scholarship
Second Year Award has gone to CSUSB student
PRS A requires that all entrants submit an essay describing short and
long term goals, writing samples,
and work experience. Curry-Booth
found the scholarship information
by chance while interviewing
Donna Boyd, director for market
ing and promotions at CSUSB,
about her public relations work with
Extended Education.
Curry Booth's local experience
has included an internship with Cal
State Public Affairs, where she
worked with Cynthia Pringle. Her
literary skills were put to use while
wixking at the Cal State Magazine.
She has also attended a UCR work
shop on crisis prevention, and con
ducted interviews with the Public
Affairs directors at UC Irvine and
Oregon StateUniversity. Sheplans
to enter the communication and
news departments of a majcx uni
versity for a public relations posi
tion.
The daughter of a marketing

By Audra D. Alexander

Ccyjy Editor

"Education, along with valu
able hands-on experience, is the
key to a successful and gratifying
career." Andrea J. Curry-Booth
believes that interaction with people
can help her accomplish just this.
Curry-Booth, a senior Commu
nications major at Cal State, has
been awarded the annual Hal
Lindbeck Memoial Public Rela
tions Scholarship. The $250 award
is given to a student from a Califor
nia college or university who ma
jors in or close to the field of public
relations. Two Califoinia State
University, San Bernardino students
have been awarded this scholaiship, in successive years,1994 and
1995.
The Lindbeck scholarship was
sponsored by the Public Relations
Society erf America, California In
land Empire Chapter (PRSA).

director for a public transit agency.
Curry-Booth was interested in pub
lic relations at a very young age.
Both of Curry-Booth's parents
were, "very supportive of my edu
cation." She is also married and has
two children.
Since her academic career has
lasted close to a decade, CurryBooth has learned the difficulty in
juggling a family and school ca
reer. Her family has been a tremen
dous source of support, but CiuryBooth states that student parents,
"have uniquechallenges, bothemotional and fmancial."
"Setting an example for (my
children) is a major part of my con
tinued academic aspirations. Educaticm is a positive thing. Helping

them to be more enthusiastic about
scboci and fmding that learning isa
life-long process is very important,"
stated Curry-Booth.
In addition to being on the
Dean's List, Curry-Booth is in
volved in the process to have a local
student chapter of PRSA on cam
pus. Having such an organization
represented on campus would help
students with careerexchange in
formation, minority andmerit based
scholarships, home study courses,
and accreditaticMi in the public relatiCHis field. The Inland Empire's
chapter of PRSA's motto is, "ITiink
globally. Act locally." They are
currently part of a 14,000 public
relations professionals network in
100 chapters of the PRSA.

The Wooden Nickel
Beer

Wine

Food

Games

Pool

"Best Burgers in town"

Saturday nite sing-along karaoke

842 Kendall Drive
883-4317
San Bernardino

The fu^t meeting of tbe Public
Relations Student Society of
America (PRSSA) is on Wednes
day, February 8th at 12:00 p.m.,and
Thursday, February 9th at 2:00 p.m.
in the Student Union Chambers.
Curry-Booth feels such an academic
program would be beneficial to
CSUSB. She continues by saying,
"Tlie more you learn, the more you
realize just how little you know."
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E-BTSA benefits teachers in Riverside
and San Bernardino Counties

SAN BERNARDINO
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First-year teachers in Riverside
and San Bernardino counties are
benefitting from the Inland Empire
Beginning Teacher Support and
Assessment program ( E-BTSA),
that aims to boost tbeir on-the-job
skills and confidence. The pro
gram is funded by more than
$600,000 from the state, matched
with contributicMis from local school
districts.
Seventeen school districts in the
two-county area are participating
in the year-lcmg program that in
volves 57 mentor-teachers and 180
first-year teachers, notes Project
Coordinator, Linda Childress, of
the Riverside County Office of
Education. Projectco-spcmsors are
the San Bernardino County Super
intendent of Schools Office, the
School of Education at California
State University, San Bernardino,
the School of Education at the Uni
versity of California, Riverside, and
the Caiifcxnia Educational Research
Cooperative at UCR (CERC).
"The purpose of the fntigram is
to provide for continuing success
and professional growth in tbe
teaching process," Childress says,
adding that beginning teachers typi
cally are confronted with challeng
ing situations, such as classrooms
with predominantly linguistically
andj^ulturally diverse students, stu
dents in combined grades, academi

cally St risk students or teaching in
remote locales.

Tbe goal of the lE-BTSA is to
support and mentor beginning
teachers as they master the various
roles required in teaching, such as
instructing, organizing aclassroom,
mentoring students, learning pro
fessional duties and providing coilegialsupporttQ.otherteachers. The
project provides an array of profes
sional development oi^itunities
for newly hired teachers, including
seminars for professional growth,
the development of a personal
record of teaching success, and in
dividual coaching from mentor
teachers.
The emphasis is in meeting the
distinct ne^s of each teacher, says
Dr. Lynne Diaz-Rico, associate pro
fessor ofeducation at CSUSB. For
example, she is assisting an English
teacher at acontinuation high school
to locate literature that will meet
theneedsofLatinastudents. "Shar
ing curriculum with other mentrxs
and beginning teachers is a way to
help new teachers gather materials
and prepare instruction withouthaving ihem re-invent the wheel them
selves," Diaz-Rico adds.
First-year teachers are encour
aged to assess their own progress
under the guidance of mentor teach
ers, who woik with three or four
first-year teachers. Outcome goals
include the fu^st-year teachers' abili
ties to create a positive learning

environment, deliver instruction to
all students and participate as mem
bers of a learning community.
"This project is unique because
two universities and two
countyoflfices have collabcwaied to
produce an assessment and sui^iort
system tailored to the specific needs
of beginning teachers," comments
dean Irving Hendrick of the School
of Education at UCR. "We are
assisting beginning teachers in their
growth towards teaching excel
lence."
Policy makers for the program
are Linda Childress, Robert Nunez,
and Janice MoOTChouse of the Riv
erside County Office of Education;
Jane Smith and Bobbi Simenton
from the San Bernardino County
Superintendent of Schools Office;
Dr. Diaz-Rico, Dr. Ruth Sandlin,
and Dr. Jean Ramage of CSUSB;
Dr. Linda Scott, Dr. Douglas
Mitchell and Dr. Irving Hendricks
of UCR; Susan Troublefield of
Desert Sands Unified School Dis
trict; and Dr. Pat Mark, Victor Val
ley Union High School District.
School districts participating in
the Beginning Teac^r Support and
Assessment Program are: Alta
Loma, Apple Valley, Banning,
Coachella Valley, Coliwi, Desert
Sands, Hemet, Lake Elsinore,
Moreno Valley, Morongo, Murrieta
Valley, Perris Union, Redlands,
Riverside, Romoland, San Bernar
dino City and Victcff Valley Union.
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